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Preliminary Statement

It is axiomatic that public utilities can only charge ratepayers in rates for investments in

utility property that are used and useful in the public service. Used and useful investments must

be owned by and have been dedicated to the public service bY the public utility. The customer-

owned portions of the service lines Suez seeks approval to replace in this Petition, earning a

remm of and on its investment, meet none of these requirements. The lines are not utility

property, instead they are owned by individual homeowaers, and will continue to be foilowing

replacement. The lines have also never been dedicated to the public service. The lines are not

part of the asset base upon which Suez provides safe, proper and adequate utility service to its

customers. Suez cannot recover costs associated with replacing such customer-owned lines from

ratepayegs. Suez’s request should be denied as a matter of law.

Procedural Histo~

On March 22, 2019, Suez filed a Petition requesting "Appr0val of a Pilot Program to

Facilitate the Replacement of Lead Service Lines and a Related Cost P~ecovery Mechanism" with

the Secretary’s office of the Board of Public Utilities ("BPU" or "Board"). On April 8, 2019,

SUEZ filed a letter clarifying the relief requested in the Petition. Rate Couasel flied a letter with

the Board on April 11, 2019, objecting to the Company’s request for deferred accounting. On

April 12, 2019, the Company filed aresponse to Rate Counsel’s letter. On May I0, 2019, Suez

filed a letter with the Board Secretary further clarifying the Company’s position and request~g

action at the next BPU agenda meeting. On May 21, 2019, the Board transmitted the matter to

the Office of Administrative Law ("OAL’) as a contested case.

On August 22, 2019, the Company filed the Direct Testimonies of James C. Cagle and

Mark McCoy in support of the Petition. Rate Counsel filed the Direct Testimony of Howard
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Woods on October 18, 2019. Suez. filed RebuttaI Testimony of James Cagle on December 10,

2019. Suez’s Petition initially requested approx;al of a surcharge for costs relating to

replacement of both customer-owned service lines and company-owned service lines. However,

Mr. Cagle’s rebuttal testimony clarified that Suez is no longer requesting approval of a surcharge

to replace company-owned service lines in this Petition. Accordingly, Suez’s Petition is now

limited to a request for approval of a surcharge for the costs of replacing customer-owned service

lines only. For the reasons set forth below, this motion seeks denial of Suez’s Petition as a

matter of law.

Statement of Material Facts Not in Dispute

The material facts set forth below are undisputed, having been agreed to by and among

Rate Counsel, Suez, and the Staff of the Board:

1.    Petitioner Suez Water New Jersey ("SWNJ") is a public utility providing water service to
approximately 258,000 customers throughout the State of New Jersey, including a large portion
of Bergen and Hudson Counties.

2. Among numerous other statutes and regulations, SWNJ is required to comply with the
Federal Lead and Copper Rule, 40 C.F.R. Chapter 1, Subchapter D, part 141, Subpart I.

3.    New Jersey has adopted the Federal Lead and Copper Rule ("L & C") by reference at
N.J.A.C. 7:10-5.1..

4. SWNJ is also subject to the Water Quality Accountability Act, N.J.S.A. 58:31-1 et seq.

In accordance with the Lead and Copper Rule sampling requirements, SWNJ has been
sampling 100 or more customer taps every six months.

6.    Using approved DEP~PA testing protocols, during the.July to December 2018 sampling
period, t 5 out of 108 staples exceeded the I5 parts per billion (ppb) Lead Action Level
resulting in a 90th percentile of 18.4 ppb, and during the January to June 2019 sampling period
resulting in a 90t~ percentile of I5.6 ppb, 14 samples out of 106 exceeded the 15 ppb Lead
Action Level.

7.    The original 15 samples were located in residential properties in eleven towns in Bergen
and Hudson Counties.



8.    Per the currently in place L & C, the Lead Action Level is exceeded if the 90th percentile
exceeds 15 ppb utilizing the NJDEP approved interpolation method. 40 C.F.R. 141.80(c)(1). As
a regulation, the L & C can change over time. All references in this Statement of Material Facts
Not in Dispute refer to the L & C in place as of 3/22/19.

9.    Due to the current Lead Action Level exceedances for the July 2018-December 2018 and
January 2019-June 2019 periods, the L & C requires SWNJ to replace seven percent of the Lead
Service Lines ("LSLs") in its distribution system on an annual basis. 40 C.F.R. 141.84(b)(I).

10.    Sometimes a residential buiIding is customer-owned and sometimes it is owned by
someone else. SWNJ considers its ’customer’ to be the person or entity on record with SWNJ as
being responsible for paying its regular water or wastewater utility bills to SWNJ.

11. For purposes of tiffs statement, ’service lines’ are defined as those pipes or connecting
segments of pipe or ’lines’ connecting the water mains in the street to customer premises.
Usually, but not always, that service line is made up oftwo’segments: a company-owned
segment connecting the main in the street to a connecting ’ct~b box’ or ’meter barrel’ (usually
located at or near the residential building’s property line at the curb--a part of which is
sometimes called a ’gooseneck’), and a non-company owned segment connecting the ’curb box’
to the meter in or next to the residential building. Sometimes this non-company owned portion.
of the service line is referred to as the ’customer’ side. The ’service line’ is referred to as a
’Lead Service Line’ ("LSL") if the material or any part of any portion of that entire service line
is, in whole or in part, made up of the mineral ’lead’.

12. During these particular exceedance periods of July-December 2018 and January-June
2019, the L & C requires SWNJ to replace "that portion of the Iead service line that it owns." 40
C.F.R. 141.84(d).

13.    The current L & C requires S WNJ to notify the customer or owner of the property, that
SWNJ is planning to replace the comp.any owned portion of the LSL and/or gooseneck and must
at the same time offer to replace the non-company owned portion of the line at the owner’s or
customer’s cost. 40 C,F.R. 141.84(d). SWNJ reports that it has been complying with this
provision by coordinating and facilitating the non-company, side replacement with the contractor
and customer/owner.

14. If SWNJ is going to replace the company owned portion of an LSL, SWNJ must offer to
replace the non-company owned or customer-side portion of an LSL, under the L & C, but
SWNJ "is not required to bear the cost of replacing the privately-owned portion of the line, nor is
it required to replace the privately-owned portion where the owner chooses not to pay the cost of
replacing the privately-owned mrtion of the line .... " 40 C.F.R. 141.84(d).
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1̄5. Following its initial Lead Action Level Exceedance for the July-December 2018 period,
SWNJ filed the Petition in the current matter on March 22, 20 t 9.

16. SWNJ’s Petition proposes a "pilot program" involving replacement of non-company
owned,or customer-side, Lead Service Lines.

17. Under the proposed pilot program, when SWNJ is performing replacement work on
company-owned LSLs or goosenecks, SWNJ will investigate whether the customer-owned
portion of the line also contains lead, by testing in an easily available and reasonable manner
either the end of the non-company owned LSL near the curb box or the other end of the non-
company owned portion of the servicg line, near the meter, if accessible, to determine whether
the service line contains lead at that-location.

18. Within this proposed pilot program, when a non-company side LSL is identified, SWNJ
proposes to offer to replace the non-company side portion of the LSL when SWNJ is performing
work on adjacent company-owned Lead Service Lines or goosenecks.

19. In replacing the non-company side portion of the LSL, SWNJ proposes to charge the
individual customer (or owner of the residentiaI building) $1,000 of the total replacement cost.
The proposed pilot program would allow the customer to pay this surcharge as a monthly charge
of approximateIy $83.33 per month for I2 months.

20. SWNJ proposes that the total difference between the full cost of LSL replacement and
that $1,000 from each affected customer/owner be recovered from all SWNJ’s water customers
by accmnulafing those dollars into a separately tracked account, and that account would be
recovered from all SWNJ’s water customers.

21. SWNJ proposes these costs ~lus administrative and carrying costs on the unamortized
balance) would be amortized and recovered from ratepayers over a period of seven years. SWNJ
proposes to identify and recover the dollars within that account as an identified surcharge on
customers’ bills.

22. SWNJ proposes to recover carrying costs at its authorized overall rate of return on the
unamortized balance of the separately tracked account. The regulatory mechanism SWNJ
proposes in order to obtain rate recovery on this account is that SWNJ would establish a
regulatory asset for the unamortized costs to be recovered over time from all SWNJ water
customers.

23. As of August 16, 2019, the average cost to replace customer-owned service lines has
been approximately $3,000 per service.

24. In addition to recovering the costs of replacing non-company owned LSLs through the
pilot program surch~ge, SWNJ proposed to include the recovery of the company-owned portion
of Lead Service Lines through the surcharge. The Company agreed in discovery from Rate



Counsel to inctude the company-owned portion of Lead Service Line replacement through the
DSIC surcharge, so is no longer requesting that regulatory treatment through this proposed pilot
program mechanism. The issues in dispute in this matter are limited to whether a piIot program
should be adopted by the BPU ordering other SWN1 water customers to pay for replacement of
non-company side LSLs through a surcharge mechanism.

25. SWNJ and Rate Counsel acknowledge that SWNJ does not own nor is it in control of the
non-company owned portion of the service Iine. This will not change under the proposed Pilot

26. The Board of Public Utilities transferred this matter to the Office of Administrative Law
on May 21, 2019, with the Honorable Jacob Gertsman being assigned to preside.

27. SWNJ has replaced certain non-company owned LSLs, at shareholder expense, in certain
instances where sampling has indicated a Lead Action Level exceedance.

28. The American Water Works Association and the American National Standards Institute
have adopted ANSI/AWWA C810-17, titled .Replacement and Flushing of Lead Service Lines.

29. Among other things, ANSUAWWA C810-17 includes a sampling and flushing procedure
which a customer should follow if a customer declines to replace the non-company owned side
of an LSL (Sections 4.2 through 4.4 and Section 5.2) and partial replacement is done. SWNJ is
currently advising customers of this procedure.

30. The total actual number of non-company side lead service lines is currently unknown, but
is in the process of being ascertained.

Standard of Review

A party may move for summary decision upon all or any of.the substantive issues in a

contested case. N.J.A.C. 1:1-12.5(a). A summary decision motion may be granted

if the papers and discovery which have been filed, together with
the affidavits, if any, show that there is no genuine issue as to any
material fact challenged and that the moving party is entitled to
prevail as a matter of Iaw. When a motion for summary decision is
made and supported, an adverse party in order to prevail must by
responding affidavit set forth specific facts showing that there is a
genuine issue which can only be determined in an evidentiary
proceeding.

N.J.A.C. 1:1-12.5(b).
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A contested case before the OAL "can be summarily disposed of before an ALJ without a

plenary hearing in instances where the undisputed facts, as developed on motion or otherwise

indicate that a particular disposition is required as a matter of law." In re Robros Recycling

~ 226 N.J. SupAL 343, 350, (App Div.), certif, denied, 113 N.J. 638 (I988).

Argument

Ratepayers Cannot Be Required to Pay A Return On and a Return Of
Customer-Owned Property in Rates.

In its Petition Suez proposes to spend ratepayer dollars to pay to replace the customer-

owned portions of lead service tines located in Suez’s territory whenever Suez is performing

replacement work on the Suez side of the line. (Statement of Material Facts, para. 20). While an

individual customer will be expected to contribute $1,0.00 towards replacement of the line he or

she owns, Suez proposes that its ratepayers will absorb the remainder of the cost. Id_~. Although

the customers will continue to own the line on their property, Suez proposes that the costs of

replacing these lines be recovered from ratepayers over a period of seven years. (Statement of

Material Facts, para. 21). Customers wii1 also be required to pay Suez a return on the

unamortized balance of its investment in customer-bwned lines at Suez’s overall authorized rate

of return. (Statement of Material Facts, para. 22). Suez’s proposal is contrary to law, as it

involves using ratepayer funds to replace customer-owned property that is not used and useful in

the public service.

A. Ratepayers Are Only Required to Pay For Utility Property That is Used
and Useful in the Public Service.

It is well-established law on both the State and Federal level that investment that is

recoverable in utility rates is limited to "the fair value of the property used and useful in the

punic service." A~t. Cits, Sewerag~....~.~...v. Bd. of Pub.. UtiI. Comm’.~s, 128 N.J.L. 359, 365 (Sup.



Ct. 1942); accord I/M/O Petition of Pub. Serv. Coordinated Transp., 5 N.J. 196, 217 (1950); In re

N.J. Power & Light C.o..., 9 N.J. 498, 509 (1952); Verizon Communications v. Fed.

Communications C0mm’n, 535 U.SI 467, 484 (2002); Duquesne Light Co..v. B~asch, 488 U.S.

299 (1989). This mandate encompasses two individual but related requirements. First, the

property i_n question must consist of assets of the public utility. As the New Jersey Supreme

Court has held, "[i]t is established that the rate base in a proceeding of this nature is the fair value

of the property of the public utility ...." In re N.J. Power & Light Co., su__gp~, 9 N.J. at 209

(emphasis added). Furthermore, the property of the punic utility must be "used and useful in the

public service." Id___~.

The basis of the used and useful principle has its origins in the justification for regulation

of public utilities by governmental bodies. The United States Supreme Court has heId that:

[1]ooking, then, to the common law, from whence came the right which the
Constitution protects, we find that when private property is "affected with a public
interest, it ceases to bejuris privati orfly’ .... Property does become clothed with a
public interest wlaen used in a manner to make it of public consequence, and
affect the community at large. When, therefore, one devotes his property to a use
in which the public has an interest, he, in effect, grants to the public an interest in
that use, and must submit to be controlled by the public for the common good, to
the extent of the interest he has thus created.

Murm v..!.!.~in.0is, 94 U.S. 113, 125-26 (1877) (quoting Lord Hale, De Portibus
Marls).

Accordingly, owners of property that is "clothed with a public interest" - such as the property of

a punic utility can be required to submit to regulation by the government. Id.__~. This concept has

been used to justify the regulation of public utiIities for well over a century.

While owners of property that affect the public interest may be required to submit to

governmental control, the power of government regulators is circumscribed by the Constitution.

The Fit~ and Fourteenth Amendments to the United States Constitution prohibit a State from



depriving any person, of property without due process of law. It is well settled that corporations

such as public utilities are persons within the, meaning of the Fourteenth Amendment. ~myth

Amens, 169 U. 466, 522. (1898). Accordingly, punic utilities must be sufficiently compensated

for the use of their property under the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments; to do otherwise would

amount to a taking of private property without just compensation. Id.~. at 523. AS the United

States Supreme Court has stated:

the Constitution fixes Iimits to the ratemaking power by prohibiting the
deprivation of pro.petty without due process of law or the taking of private
property for punic use without just compensation.

St. Joseph Stock Yards Co. v. U.S., 298 U.S. 38, 51 (1936).

Public utilities are compensated for the use of their property by being allowed to charge

reasonable rates. Specifically, "it]he guiding principle has been that the Constitution protects

utilities f~om being limited to a charge for their property servicing the public which is so ’unjust’

as to be confiscatory." ~uquesne Light Co. v. Barasch, su_N~, 488 U.S. at 307.

While public utilities are entitled to just compensation under the Fifth and Fourteenth

Amendments, our courts were equally concerned with the rights of the ratepaying public.

Indeed, "the fixing of’just and reasonable’ rates involves a balancing of the investor and the

consumer interests." Fed. Power Comm’n v. Hope Natural Gas Co., 320 U.S. 591,603 (1944).

While shareholders are entitled to reasonable rates in return for devoting their property to punic

use, the public is protected against "unreasonable exactions" solely in order to pay dividends to

shareholders. StayS, su_g_~, 169 U.S. at 544-45. The balance reqm.’red between the rights of the

public and the rights of regulated utilities gave rise to the development of the "used and useful"

principle. This principle, which endures to the present day, limits a utility’s compensation to the



value of utility property that is used and useful in the public service. See, e , Duquesne Light

Co. v. Barasch, ~, 488 U at 307.

The used and useful principleserves to benefit both the shareholders of public utility

corporations, and the public that pays those utilities’ rates. In sum, "[w]hat the company is

entitled to ask is a fair return upon the value of that which it employs for the public convenience.

On the other hand, what the punic is entitled to demand is that no more be exacted from it...than.

the services rendered by it are reasonably worth." smvth v. Ames, su__.p_~, 169 U.S. at 547.~

In following the Federal jurisprudencel the used and useful principle has long been the

law in the State of New Jersey. In 1942 the New Jersey Supreme Court in Atl. Ci.ty Sewerage

Co...v. Bd. o.f_Pub. Util. Comm’rs, su_g9~, t28 N.J.L. at 365, held that "[t]he rate base is the fair

value of the property used and useful in the public service." The Court further opined:

A corporation of this particular class performs a public function; and the public
cannot be called upon for more than the fair value of the service rendered. The
utility is entitled to a just return upon the fair value of ttie property at the time of
its employment for the convenience of the public, and the public to protection
against unreasonable exactions .... A rate based upon an excessive valuation or
Upon property_ not used or useful in the rendition of the service subject to~ such
regulation obviously would lay upon the individual user a burden _greater than the
reasonable worth of the accommodation thus supplied.

Id_~. at 365-66 (emphasis added).

Citing the exact language above, Atl_.._C. iV Sewerage Co. v. Bd. of Pub. Util. Comm’rs was re-

affirmed by the State Supreme Court in 1950 in I/M/O Petition of Pub. Serv. Coordinated Transp,,

su_.gpLa_, 5 N.J. at 217, and again in 1974 in In re Proposed Increased Intrastate Indus. Sand Rates,

66 N.J. 12, 22 (1974).

~ The "fair value" approach to utility compensation adopted in ~ was replaced by a
historical cost approach in Fed. Power Comm’n v. Hope Natural Gas CO..,., su__u_p_~, 320 U.S. at 605.
However, the "used and useful" principle that first originated in Smvth remains in effect today.



In Industrial Sands, the Supreme Court specifically discussed the Constitutional

principles underlying the used and useful principle:

The law has thus developed, no doubt, because the system of rate regulation and
the fixing of rates thereunder are related to constitutional principIes which no
legislative or judicial body may overlook. For if the rate for the service supplied
be u~easonably low it is confiscatory of the utiIity’s right of property, and if
unjustly and unreasonably high...it cannot be permitted to inflict extortionate and
arbitrary charges upon the public. And this is so even where the rate or limitation
on the rate is established by the Legislature itself.

In re Prooosed Increased Intrastate Indu_s.. San_d__Rates, su~, 66 N.J. at 23-24.

As the Industrial Sands Court noted, because of its Constitutional naturel the used and useful

principle and its corollary that rates be just and reasonable, cannot be overridden by ~ither

legislation or regulatory or judicial decisions. Rates which permit recovery for used and useful

utility property must be just and reasonable, or otherwise risk being deemed confiscatory of a

utility’s property rights or customers’ right against unreasonable exactions.

Under the law, in addition to serving the public, property must also actually be owned by

the public utility in order to be eligibIe for rate relief. This concept is so fundamental to the

setting of rates that our courts seem to have hardly envisioned the request contained in Suez’s

Petition, that a public utility would seek rate relief for property owned by others. Our State

Supreme Court has opined that "[p]roperty affected with a public interest, such as the assets of a

public utility, fuIfill a societal need while providing an investment opportunity. In general,

investors may expect a utility to earn a reasonable rate of return on its assets." In re Valley Rd.

Sewerage Co., 154 N.J. 224, 240 (1998) (emphasis added); accord Duquesne Light Co.., su_p_La_,

488 U.S. at 307 ("the Constitution protects utilities from being limited to a charge for their

~ serving the public which is.so ’unjust’ as to be confiscatory.") (emphasis added).



As with our courts, the Board has, for decades, followed the used and useful principle.

Se, ~ IiM/O Petition of Suez Water Arlington Hills Inc. For Approval of an Increase in

Rate_s, BPU Docket No. WR16060510, Order dated 11/13/17 (adopting recommendation of

ALJ’s Initial Decision to disatlow rate recovery for a pump that had been removed ~om service,

on the basis that it was no Ionger used and useful); I/MJO Parkway Water Co. For an Increase in

Rates & Charges For Water Service, BPU Docket No. WR05070634, 2006 N.J. PUC LEXIS 165

(adopting ALJ’s recommendation to disallow from rates ali costs associated with seven wells

that had been contaminated by radionuclides, on the basis that such property was no longer used

and useful); In re Electric Utili .ty Nuclear Performance Stand~ds, 120 P.U.R. 4th 620 (1990)

("Generally, utiIities include the value of property used and useful in the provision of utility

service in rate base.") These are just several of the Board decisions that have fotlowed the used

and useful principle, the entirety of which are too numerous to list.

In 2017, the Board decided a fully litigated matter that presented the exact same issue

raised in this motion as to whether a utility can recover in rates an investment in cust0mer-owned

property. The Board definitively decided that such recovery is not allowed. UM/O Petition of

Rockland Electric Co. For Approval of an Advanced Metering Program; and For Other Relief,

BPU Docket No. ER16060524, Order dated 8/23/17 ("RECO AMI Order") (enclosed). In the

RECO matter, Rockland Electric Company requested pre-approval to install advanced meters

throughout its entire service territory. As part of its installation plan, Rockland proposed to

perform work on the customer side of the etectric meter in order to facilitate installation of the

new meters. Similar to customer-owned lead service lines, because the property was located on

the customer’s side of the meter, the property was customer-owned. Rockland proposed to
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capitalize such costs in rate base, where similar to Suez’s Petition, Rockland would earn a return

of and a remm on customer-owned property.

The Board found Rockland’s proposal tO be contrary to New Jersey law. Even though

the Board believed such work was necessary for the safe installation of AMI, the Board agreed

with Rate Counsel that the Company’s proposal "violates settled New Jersey case law."

Rockland AMI Order at 22. The Board specifically found that:

[w]ith respect to the cost of such work, the Board HEREBY FINDS that RECO’s
proposal is contrary to settled New Jersey case law. Accordingly, the Board
HEREBY DENIES RECO’s request to capitalize such costs. Costs related to this
work shall not be recovered from the Company’s ratepayers.
Id.

It is noteworthy that the Board did not deny cost recovery of the customer-owned property to

Rockland solety on the basis that Rockland proposed to "rate base" the investment. Instead, in

holding that "[c]osts related to this work shall not be recovered from the Company’s ratepayers,"

the Board denied cost recovery in any form.

B. The Undisputed Facts Show That Suez’s Proposal to Recover an
Investment in Customer-owned Service Lines in Rates is Contrary to Law.

Assets owned by utility customers, such as customer-owned lead service lines, are not

used and useful in the public service, and tlierefore Suez’s proposal to. recover a return of and on

an investment in replacing such lines should be denied as a matter of law. First, it is undisputed

that Suez does not own the customer-owned portions of the lead service lines it seeks to replace.

(Statement of Material Facts, para. 11). Nor will Suez own or control such customer-owned

portions following replacement. (Petition, para. 20, Statement of Material Facts, para. 25). The

homeowner is, andfollowing replacement will continue to be, the owner of that portion of the.

line from the ct~b stop to the customer’s premises. (Statement of Material Facts, para. 11, 25).



Our courts have made clear that rate recovery is limited to investment in assetsowned by

.the utility. Because the service lines Suez requests recovery of in its Petition are owned by

private parties, and not by Suez, Suez cannot recover such~replacement costs in rates as a matter

of law. See In re N.J. Power & Light Co., su__g.p_~, 9 N at 209 ("It is established that the rate

base in a proceeding of this nature is the fair value of the property of the public utility that is

used and useful in the public service at the time of its employment therein ...."); accord tn re

Vallev Rd. Sewerage Co., su_g_p_~, 154 N.J. at 240 ("In general, investors may expect a utility to

earn a reasonable rate of return on its assets..") (emphasis added). Because customer-owned lines

have never been dedicated to the public service, the Constitutional requirement that ratepayers

pay reasonable rates for the use of such property is inapplicable. Atl. City Sewerage Co. v. Bd.
i

of Pub. Util. Comm’rs, su__u_p_~, 128 N.J.L. at 365 ("The utility is entitled to a just return upon the

fair value of the property at the time of its employment for the convenience of the public, and the

public to protection against uureasonable exactions.’~) The pertinent protection that must be

enforced is the Iegal requirement that captive ratepayers be protected against "unreasonable

exactions" in order to pay dividends to shareholders. Id.__~. The Board in the 2017 RECO AMt

Order did just that, finding that ratepayers canuot be asked to pay for work performed on non-

utility property, and denying any form of rate recovery for investment in property that was not

owned by the utility. RECO AMI Order at 22.

In addition to not being owned by Suez, the customer2owned portions of the lead service

lines Suez intends to replace are not dedicated to the public service, and therefore ratepayers

cannot be required to pay a return on and of such costs by law. S , e._g~., Atl. City_ Sewerage Co,.,

~, 128 N.J.L. at 365-66. Portions of service lines owned by individual homeowners are not

dedicated to the public service, nor will they be after Suez replaces them with non-lead material.



Homeowners will still retain individual ownership of such lines, with al! corresponding rights

and responsibilities. (Statement of Material Facts, para. 25). If a line leaks or breaks following

installation by Suez, the homeowner witl be responsible for the required maintenance, The

homeowner will not be required to contact Suez for permission to perform such maintenance.

Suez will have no rights to use, alter or enhance use of the line for the public’s benefit. Control

and maintenance of the line wilI remain in the homeowner’s purview. 2 (Statement of Material

Facts, para. 25): Customer-owned lines have never been employed for the public’s convenience,

and do not enhance or even encompass the facilities used by Suez in providing safe, adequate,

and proper service. Id.. The pubhc simply has never been nor will be granted an interest in the

use ofindividua2 homeowners’ privately owned service lines, which is a prerequisite for being

used and usef-~ utitity property. Munn v. Illinois, su__gp_N_, 94 N.J. at 125-26.3 By law, customers

cannot be asked to pay for investment in phantom assets or services, which is exactIy what Suez

is asking its ratepayers to do here. Verizon Communications, Inc. v. Fed, Communications

2 In a protracted proceeding before both the Board and the Appellate Division, the New Jersey

chapter of the National Association of Water Companies and the American Water Works
Association, whose membership presumably includes Suez, has been resisting efforts by the
Board to require water utilities to perform mark-outs (before digging) of the same customer-
owned water service lines Suez now seeks to repl~ice. Among the arguments advanced by the.
water utilities is the notion that it would be inappropriate to require water utilities to perform
such mark-outs because they have no controI over customer-owned service lines. If it is
inappropriate for suez to perform mark-outs of customer-owned service lines due to a lack of
control, as Suez claims in the mark-out proceeding, then it is equally inappropriate for Suez to be
replacing these same lines, and asking its ratepayers to pay such costs in rates. See In re
Readoption of N.J.A.C. 14:2, 2017 N.J. Sup_~. Unpub. LEXIS 2095 (2017).

3 Ownership of water service lines is very different from the equivalent gas and electric

infrastructure. Unlike the private ownership of water service lines, an electric utility owns
infrastructure up to the meter, just as gas lines are owned up to the gas meter. Regardless of how
tNs difference developed, it is clear that unlike gas and electric infrastructure, water service lines
were never intended to be dedicated to the public service. Indeed, a change in ownership and
possible payment of compensation would be necessary for such a dedication to the public service
to be effectuated.



Comm’n, ~, 535 U.S. at 486 ("the prudent-investment rule addressed the natural temptations

on the utilities’ part to claim a return on outlays producing nothing ofvalue to the public. It was

meant...to protect ratepayers from supporting excessive capacity, or abandoned, destroyed or

phantom assets." ) As our courts have said, "it]he public is entitled to demand that no more

money be extracted from it than the services rendered by the utility are reasonably worth." In re

Valley Rd. Sewerage Qo:., 285 N.J. Su 202, 210 (1995).

In conclusion, Suez’s proposal to replace customer-owned service lines, and earn a return

of and on its investment in the process, is contrary to law. Ratepayers cannot be forced to pay

for Suez’s proposal, which adds no used and useful public utility assets to Suez’s infrastructure.

The Constitutional and judicial limitations on what can be collected in rates exist to avoid

"unreasonable exactions" from ratepayers such as the one Suez requests here. SueZ’s ratepayers

cannot be asked to fund an investment in assets owned by private individuals, and not used and

useful in the public service. Accordingly, Suez’s request to fund replacement of customer-owned

service lines in rates should be denied as a matter of law.

CONCLUSION

For all of the reasons stated above, the Suez’s Petition should be denied as a matter of

law.

By:

c:BPU Service List (via e-mail & regular mail)
OAL Service List (Via overnight mail)

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED,

STEFANIE A. BRAND
Director, Division of Rate Counsel

Christine MI Juare,~)
Assistant Deputy Rate Counsel
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STATE OF NEW ~RSEY
OFFICE OF ADMINISTRATIVE LAW

DIVISION OF RATE COUNSEL
STEFANIE A. BRAND, DIRECTOR
I40 East Front Street, 4th Floor
P.O. Box 003
Trenton, New Jersey 08625
(609) 984-1460

Christine M. Juarez, Esq.
Assistant Deputy Rate Counsel
Division of Rate Counsel

IiM/O Petition of SUEZ Water New Jersey, Inc.
For Approval of a Pilot Program to
Facilitate The Replacement of Lead Service
Lines and a Related Cost Recovery Mechanism

: OFFICE OF ADMINISTRATIVE LAW
: OAL Docket No. PUC 07138-2019S
:BPU Docket No. WO19030381
:

MOTION FOR
SUMMARY DECISION

TO: Honorable Jacob S. Gertsman, ALJ and to OTHER PARTIES as set forth on the

attached Certification of Semite:

PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that the undersigned, Christine M. Juarez, on behalf of the

New Jersey Division of Rate Counsel, ("Rate Counsel") files this Motion requesting that the

Honorable Jacob S. Gertsman, ALJ issue an Order granting summary decision to Rate Counsel in

this matter.

PLEASE TAKE FURTHER NOTICE that the undersigned will rely on the letter brief

submitted in support of this request.



Respe¢tfully submitted,

STEFANIE A. BRAI~D
DIRECTOR, DIVISION OF RATE COUNSEL

Dated:

¢:

1/I0/20

Service List

By:

Assistant Deputy Rate Counsel



CERTIFICATION OF SERVICE

I, Christine M. Juarez, hereby certify that I have served the Division of Rate Counsel’s

Motion for Summary Decision by UPS overnight mail to the Honorable Jacob S. Gertsman, ALJ,

and parties on the attached OAL List, and by electronic and USPS Regular Mail to the attached

BPU Service List.

I certify that the foregoing statements made by me are a’ue. I am aware that if any of the

foregoing statements made by me are willfully false, I am subject to punishment.

Dated: 1/10/20

Christine M. Juarez
Assistant Deputy Rate Counsel



STATE OF NEW JERSEY
OFFICE OF ADMINISTRATIVE LAW

I/M/O Petition of SUEZ Water New Jersey, Inc.
For Approval of a Pilot Program to Facilitate
The Replacement of Lead Service Lines and
A Related Cost Recovery Mechanism

OFFICE OF ADMINISTRATIVE LAW

OAL Docket No. PUC 07138-2019 S
BPU Docket No. wo19030381

ORDER GRANTING
RATE COUNSEL’S MOTION
FOR SUMMARY DECISION

ORDER

Honorable Jacob S. Gertsman, ALJ, having considered the New Jersey Division of Rate

Counsel’s ("Rate Counsel") Motion for Summary Decision hereby grants the Motion with

prejudice. Suez’s request to recover in rates the cost of replacing customer-owned lead service

lines is denied.

Dated:
Hon, Jacob S. Oertsman, ALJ
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STATE OF. NEW JERSEY
Board of Public Utilities

44 South Clinton Avenue, 3r~ Floor, Suite 3’14
Post Office Box 350

Trenton, New Jersey 08625-0350
www.nL~ov/bpul

IN THE MATTER.OF THE PETITION OF ROCKLAND" )
ELECTRIC COMPANY FOR APPROVAL OF AN )
ADVANCED METERING PROGRAM; AND FOR )
OTHER RELIEF )

Parties of Record:

ENERGY

DECISION AND ORDER

BPU DOCKET NO. ER16060524

James C. Meyer, Esq., on behalf of Rockland Electric Company
John L. Carley, Esq., Rockland Electric Company
Stefanie A. E~rand, Esq., Director, New Jersey Division of Rate Counsel
A=~ron Kleinbaurn, Esq,, on behalf of Environmental Defense Fund, Intervener

BY THE BOARD:

BACKGROUND/PROCEDURAL HISTORY

On May 13, 2016, .Rock!and Electric Company ("RECO" or "Company") filed a Verified Petition
with the New Jersey Board of Public Utilities ("Board" or "BPU") seeking a change in base’rates
and other relief ("Base Rate CasePetition"). On June 29,. 2016, the. Board issued its Order
Amending the Suspension Order,-Bifurcating Petition, Designating Presiding Commissioner,
and Setting Manner of ,Service and Intervention Bar Date ("Bifurcation Order"). The Bifurcation
Order directed that the portion of the Company’s Base Rate Case Petition seeking to deploy

Advanced Metering Infrastructure ("AMI") and smart meters throughout its service territory be
retained by the Board for hearing in the above-captioned docket ("RECO AM1 Petition") (with the
remainder of the Base Rate Case Petition being transferred to the Office of Administrative Law)..
The Bifurcation Order designated Commissioner Upendra J. Chivukuia as presiding officer with
authority-to rule on all motions that adse during the proceeding and to establish and modify.
schedules and set August 5, 20~6 as the deadline for filing motions to intervene or participate in
this matter.

On July 6, 2016, the Company made a letter filing with the Board identifying and filing the
materials constituting the RECO AMI Petition, including the specified portions of the Base Rate
Case Petition, Panel Direct Testimony (specified pages), and two schedules (AMi Business
Plan and White Paper). The RECO AMI Petition included a request that the Board issue an
Order approving the Company’s proposed Advanced Metering Program, including the
deployment of AMt and smart meters.
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On July 29, 2016, Commissioner Chivuku[,~ issued a prehearing order which established a
procedural schedule and directed the parties to serve all documents in the RECO ~,MI Petition
electronically, while pro.vidin.g hard copies to the Board for those documents which must be filed
with the Board.

On September 14, 2016, Commissioner Chivukula issued an order granting intervener status to
the Environmental Defense Fund ("EDF"), and participation status to Public Service Electric and
Gas Company ("PSE&G") and Atlantic City Electric Company ("ACE"). On October 28, 2016,
Commissioner Chivukula issued anAmended Preheating Order and Amended Procedural
Schedule.                            ’

After publication of notice in newspapers of general circulation In the Company’s service
territory, Commissioner Chivukula presided over two public hearings in Mahwah, NJ on
September t9, 2016 at 4:30 P.M. and 6:30 P.M. No members of the public attended.

Throughout the course of the proceeding, the parties held numerous discovery conferences and
on October 13, 2016, the parties participated in a technical conference.

By letter, dated March t3, 2017, RECO filed an executed stipulation between RECO and EDF
("RECOIEDF Stipulation"). The stipulation sets forth RECO and EDF’s support for Board
approval of the AM[ Program, a Green Button Connect data sharing policy, andproposed
metrics and reports.

Commissioner Chivukula held an evidentiary headng on March 20, 2017.

RECO, the Division af Rate Counsel ("Rate Counsel") and EDF filed briefs, and ACE filed a
Ietter ofsupport of. RECO’s petition with the Board on April 7, 2017. PSEG did not make any
filings. On April 26, 2017, RECO, Rate Counsel, and EDF filed repiy bdefs.

RECO Proposal

In the RECO AMI Petition, RECO sought Board approval to deploy the AMI system (meters and
associated infrastructure) through its service territory during the period of 2017 through 20t9.
The AM] system consists of.’ (1) an AM1 communications network; (2) the AMI Information
Technology ("iT") Head End System (hardwar~ and software to manage two-way
communications to all of the AMI devices); and (3) the AMI smart meters themselves. (P-2 at
29-20 to 30-2). The system will use a two-way point-to-point "mesh" network .that enables smart
meters-to communicate directty with wireless communication~ devices across the network using
an open; standards-based architecture. This architecture enables integration with vadous IT
platforms. ~ at’ 35-5 to 14). Additionally, the AM! Program includes the implementation of a
Meter Data Management System ("MDMS") and Meter Asset Management System ("MAMS").
The MDMS provides a central repository for meter data storage and provides the Company’s
other iT platforms access to that data. The MAMS is a system that allows the Company to
manage the meter inventory and provides the ability to transfer, configure, test, and report on
metering system field assets. ~ at 30-3 to 20).

RECO filed the direct testimony of Keith C: Scerbo, Joseph N. White, and Michael E. Duding,
(collectively, the "Panel").

2 BPU DOCKET NO. ER16060524
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The Company proposes to install two-way AMI communications infrastructure and smart meters
across its entire service territory and seeks Board approval, though not cost recovery, prior to
beginning implementation. (P-2 at 5-9 to 18). It also plans to deploy distribution system
technologies that provide inoreased visibility and Distribution Automation ("DA") across its
service territory. ~ at 6-13 to14). Finally, the Company p{ans to upgrade its communications
infrastructure to enhance day-to-day operations and to support the planned Smart Grid/DA
projects. 1~. at 7- 14 to 15).

Installation would incIude verifying that the existing IT platform and the I~gacy IT systems are
operating according to performance specifications; installing approximately 73,880 smart
meters; gathering meter usage data measured in 5 minut, e intervals for commercial meters and
1,,R minute intervals for residential meters, to be delivered in near real time; and providing data
for potential distribution system improvements and monitoring, ~ at 8-16 to-9-5).

According to the petition, the AMI Proposal aligns with New Jersey’s Energy/ Master Plan
("EMP") goals in several ways. By coupling AM] with a data access web portal that allows
customers to see their real-time energy usage data, the Company states that it provides
customers with tools to modify their usage and lower their energy costs. I~. at 1.0-5 to 8). In
addition, the Company states that it also contributes to the EMP’s goal of driving down the cost
of energy for all customers. ~ at 10-1 to 3 and 8 to 16). In addition, implementing AMI would
support the EMP goal of capitalizing on emerging technologies by allowing RECO to use
advanced distribution technologies that support efficient operation of its distribution system. (Id.
at 11- 1 to 7). By optimizing the emerging technology of advanced distribution management
system, RECO will be better able to manage the expected increase in distributed energy
resources ("DERs"). (Id. at tl-9 to I3). Moreover, AMI will support the goal of increased
energy resiliency identified in the 2015 EMP update in several ways. The 2015 EMP Update
calls expressly for updating eIectric distribution systems with the most current technology,
focuses on the electric utilities’ future plans for Smart Grid/DA, and promotes efforts to increase
response and restoration time. ~ at 12- I to 16). In addition, the granular real-time data
provided by AMI supports the Board’s goal of inoreasing storm resiliency by optimizing
monitoring and control capabilities such as DA and enabling utilities to respond and restore
power more quickly. (ld. at 13- 4 to 13).

RECO states that AM1 also provides numerous ot~er benefits. Its deployment will allow the
Company to operate more efficiently, therel~y saving money and reducing customer costs;
improve the heretofore limlted visibility into the operation of the distribution system; and improve
operational efficiency, customer experie.nces, and air quality through reductions in duplicated
efforts andemissions.. I~. at 13-18 to 14.16). Recent Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
("FERC") reports support /kMl’s growing importance and its usefulness in restoring power
following outages caused by storms. (ld. at 15-1 to 16-4). These advantages can be gained at a
significantly reduced cost by coordinating the RECO AMI deployment with that of Orange and
Rockland ("O&R"). ~ at 16-9 to 17-6). Furthermore, AMI is a key component to future grid
modernization technologies such as connecting customers to third-party vendors to consult on
energy usage reduction and supporting the ability to remotely upgrade metering firmware: (Id. at
18-3 to I1).

According to the petition, AMI will provide significant benefits to RECO’s service territory. In its
AMI deployment, RECO is leveraging lessons learned from its discussions with utilities that
have already deployed AMI, .as well as from .the contract pricing obtained by O&R, which has
already selected AMI vendors and’technologies. (Id. at 19-t to 20-4). Evidence suggests that
providing customers with granular usage data toads to proactive customer energy management.
~ at 21-9 to 17). AMI data will also enable improved voltage/MAR optimization and equipment

3 BPU DOCKET NO. ER16060524
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usage analysis, thereby promoting both increased system efficiency and longer equipment life;’it
w{I] also r~duce the¯ duration of outages at critical facilities and allow the Company to provide
information whi, ch will support New Jersey’s energy efficiency efforts, t~. at 22-1 to 8), The
data provided will also facilitate Identifying potential problems and modernizing the distribution
infrastructure. ~ at 22-10 to 16). AMI works with and supports DA to enable all of the above
benefits. ](.Lq~ at 23-3 to 24-12). By inputting the 15-minute interval AMI data to the Company’s
Integrated System Model ("]SM") and applying its sophisticated analysis tooIs, RECO wilt get a
more accurate picture of its system’s electrical performance which, in turn, will benefit its
planning and forecasting processes, as well as improving its integrated planning analysis such.
that it can better incorporate more DER. (ld. at 24-14 to 22), AMI metedng will enable the
Company to. review the entire system as well as to closely monitor and model load
characteristics, local voftage, and power quality. I~ at.25-3 to 12)..

The additional $2.7 million per year approved by the Board for investment in DA in RECO’s
Storm Hardening Program1 allowed RECO to accelerate its investment in DA infrastructure from
a 40-year timeframe to an 8 to 10 year timeline. ~ at 26-3 to 9).. The Company,,anticipates
implementing Smart GridtDA between 2016 and 2018, which approximates the proposed AM1
deployment from 2017 to.2019. (Id. at 26-10 to 16). The Company intends to develop an
outreach plan to engage customers but will allow those customers who do hot wish to change to
AMI to keep their manual meters. (Id. at 26-17 to 27-4). The Company has calculated its
incremental costs for continuing a manual meter read and for removing an AMI meter after its
installation and proposes a $15 per month service fee for meter reads and a one-time $45 fee
for the removal of an AMI meter and the re-installation of a conventional meter. ~ at 27-14 to
28-3). The Company requests that the Board.waive the rule requiring a test on all meters to be
retired since such a test on the approxim~.tely 74,000 meters in its territory would add about
$0.9 million to the $I6.5 investment. (Id. at 28- 6 to 13). Since the meters will not be re-used,
the Company does not believe that the test would provide any benefit. ~ at 28- 13 to 16).

RECO’s affiliate O&R performed a market’ assessment on AMt vendor technologies and issued
a number of RFPs for AMI meters and communication systems in 2015, resulting in the
selection of the AM! technology and vendors. 1~. at 28-17 to 29.11). The AM! system has three
major components: AMI smart meters, an AM[ communication, network, and AMI IT platform
systems to manage two-way communication.s. I~. at 29- 12 to 16). O&R and RECO selected
Silver Springs Network because it employs an open, standards-based architecture that
maximizes the benefits of (he AMI platform. (Id. at 29-16 to 31-2). The Panel estimates the
cost of a 2.6 year deployment at $16.5 million and the cumulative recurring O&M expenses over
a 20-year period at $12..0 million, with net depreciation costs, including the amortization of
outmoded meter assets, are estimated at $20.8 million over the twenty years. I(Ld=..at 31-3 to 1 !).
Total benefits, among others including reduced labor for field services and outage management,:
are estimated at $82 million over the same period. ([d. at 32-1 to 34-12). Subtracting totaI costs
from total benefits produced a net benefit of $49.2, a simple payback period of 7.2 years, and a
discounted payback period of 15.5 years. (Id. at 35). Additional benefits are provided by the
technology’s flexibility in supporting multiple meter vendors and multiple service types, I~. at
35-5 to 7).

113 the petition, the Company states that it evaluated multiple alternatives to a fully enabled AM1
ro[Iout and determined that partial deployment or deployment of Automated Meter Reading

1 In re the 8card’s Establishment of a Genedc Proceedincl to Review the Costs, Benefits and Reliability
Impacts of Major. Storm Event Miticla~ion Efforts AND In re the Verified Petition of Rockland Electric
Company for Establishment of a Storm Hardening 8urcharae: Docket Nos. AX13030197 and ER1403025
(January 28, 20t6).
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("AMR") wo~ld not ~Sroduce the full benefits cf AMI. (Id.~ at 35-15 to 3"7-6). Partial deployment
would be Inequitable to RECO’s customers, would not support optimal outage reduction,, and
would not allow voltage/VAR optimization. (L~. at 36-7 to 13). Were there to be a subsequent
expansion of deployment, the costs .would exceed those cf a single complete implementation.
~ at 36- 13 to. 16). F__.xtending the deployment time or installing Itron meters as an interme.diate
technology would also reduce benefits and increase cost, while all of the benefits derived from
the rea~-time granular data AMI provides would be significantly red~ced. ~ at 36-17 to 37-t5).
In addition, beginning the implementation in 2017 *will leverage the full benefit of the bids
received from the O&R RFP process. (~.. at 38- 16 to 20).

AIthough the Company seeks the Board’s approval in this filing, it does not seek cost recovery
at this time. l(~d_~, at 39-t3 to 21).

Rate Counsel and Intervener Testimony

Rate Counsel

Rate Counsel’s witness, Timothy Woolf, testified that Board approval of the AM! Program in
advance of its implementation is not necessary or appropriate, and that if the Company finds
that AMI is a prudent investment it should make that investment and request recovery of the
costs in its next base rate case. (RC-t at 4-3 to 16).

Mr. W0olf stated that RECO ir~itially provided the amortization of its capital investment in its
statement of program costs but did not include other costs, primarily the recovery of equity,
debt, and taxes. (Id. at 5-17 to 6-4): He also stated that RECO did not provide any accounting
of its revenue requirements, despite repeated discovery requests, until September 7, 2016, two
days before Mr. Woolf filed his direct testimony. ~ at 6-4 to 6). For this reason, the witness
testified, he intended to file supplemental testimony-. (td. at 3-1 to 10).

The Company estimate~f that most of its operational savings would come from eliminating nine
meter reader pos{tions. ~ at 7-10 to 17). The witness noted that these employees would be
moved to other positions rather than, laid off. (Id. at 7-17 to 18). In addition, he noted that
aItho.ugh the Company claimed many other b~nefits, such as reduced outage restoration costs,
these savings were "dwarfed" by the claimed reduction in meter reading costs. (l~d. at 8-1 to 7;
Chaff on page 8).

Under traditional rate base, rate of return regulation, utilities make investments first and the
Board reviews that investment for pruriency and reasonableness afterward. The Company had
not offered any compelling reason for departing from this model, since AMI investments are not
extraordinary and should not receive special treatment. ~ at 9-’1 to 18). Utility management
.has the responsibility to monitor industry developments and evaluate the reasonableness of
prospective infrastructure investments. ~ at I0-1 to 5). New Jersey employs historic test-
years, against which known and measurable changes can be measured, precisely so that its
review can occur after the investment. (Id. at 10-6 to 10). Moreover, the actual benefits may
vary from the estimates in the Company’s cost-benefit and evaluating the investment in a rate
case would provide the Board more certainty. (ld. at 10-11 to 16). For instance, the Company
c~aims significant benefits ~rom the elimination of nine meter reader jobs, but no one can know
in advance whether moving these workers to other Compa.ny jobs will actually produce the
cIaimed savings. ~ at ’~0-17 to 11-3). Lastly, since the Company seeks the same rate of
return as it earns on the rest of its infrastructure investments, and since the return on equity
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included Jn that rate of return functions as a compensation for the risk taken when investing,
pro.approval is not appropriate. ~ at 11-4 to 9).

The Company has not justified its proposed AM! investment. It did not provide its accounting for
revenue requirements in a.timety fashion, such that the witness was not able to analyze these
prior to filing this testimony. (Id. at 11-12 to 12-7), The Company plans to seek a rate of return
on its AMI investments in a future rate case, and It also plans to continue recovering for its
existing meters, which means that the average ratepayer will be paying for two meters for the
next lzt to 16 years. (Id. at 12-8 to 17). However, the existing meters will no longer be "used
and useful" after they are replaced and the Company should neither continue to recover their
cost nor collect a rate of return upon them. (Id. at 12-18 to 13.4).

In addition, Rate C(~unsel asserted that the Company erred in estimating costs and benefits in
nominal rather than discounted dollars. ~ at 13-5 to 12). Since inflation erodes the value of
nominal, er current year, dollars, a comparison of dollar values from different years must
account for this loss of value. ~ at 13-13 to i4-3). In addition to inflation, an evaluation of
future costs and benefits must account for the time value of money. (Id. at 14-4 to 8). In
evaluating investments over multiple years, analysts typically use a "discount rate," which
places a value on the foregoing of benefits or costs for each additional year. (Id_= at 14-9to 13),
After applying the discount rate, the cumulative discounted costs are subtracted from the
cumulative discounted benefits to arrive at the Net Present Value ("NPV"). ~ at I4-15 to 17).
Unless presented in terms of NPV, a determination of ratepayer impacts cannot be made. ~ at
I5-5 to 8).

The Company provided discounted benefits and costs in a data request, but since these were
provided in the context of the Company’s economic analysis rather than in terms of revenue
requirements, Rate Counsel argues that they did not present the impact on ratepayers, When
the Company did present its revenue requirements, as noted above, it was too late for them to
be incorporated in Rate Counsel’s testimony. ~ at 15-9 to 17).

Rate Counsel requested that the Board find that advance authorization of the AM! Program is
inappropriate and deny the request for this authorization. ~ at 15-18 to 16-2),

EDF

EDF witness, Ronny Sandovat, testified to contribute EDF’s expertise on AMI, in particular
maximizing the benefits of RECO’s AMI proposal, VoltNAR optimization, and smart rrLeter data
access. (EDF-1 at-3). According to EDF, AMI significantly enhances the level of data that is
available to customers, system operators, system planners, and policy makers, making it
possible to obtain valuable time and location specific data on portions of the electric system
closer to the customer where gathering such information was previously infeasible, dbid.).
Three.recent trends have contributed to the need for greater visibility and control of electric
system, assets: the electdc system is becoming more dynamic due to the increase in emerging
sources of energy such as renewables and distributed energy resources; reliable energy is
becoming more and more necessary for the functioning of modem society; and powerful storms
are becoming more frequent, highlighting the need for investment in resiliency. ~,

In 2016, the Indiana Utility Regulatory Commission ("IURC") and the New York State Public
Service Commission ("NYPSC") approved significant smart grid programs. ~ at 4). IURC
approved a 7-year smart grid plan as part of a broader reliability.proceeding to which EDF was a
party. (]d. at 4 to 5). The approved plan included significant investments in voltage optimization
technologies to reaIize energy savings on heavily loaded circuits; energy efficiency/demand
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response pilots; voluntary dynamic pricing dders; and a new depreciation rate for advanced
meters. (ld. at 5). IURC required electric distribution company involved to submit pe~:iodi¢
reports on the progress of these investments, using metrics including ~oltage reductions, energy
savings, and greenhouse gas emission reductions. ~). Should the Board approve the
program, EDF contends that. the Board should impose similar requirements and specifically
include RECO’s call-handling metdo and its Customer Interruption Duration Index ("CAIDI")
metric, (~,

NYPSC approved capital expenditures in AMI by Consolidated Edison Company of New York, "
Inc. (’~Con Ed") which Con Ed anticipated to have many of the same benefits as those cited in
the RECO AMI proposal, including but not limited to empowering customers to make better
energy decisions and.reducing outages and greenhou.~e gas emissions, (Id. at 5 to 6). Cost
recovery is being addressed in a currently pending rat~ case wherein the parties have already
reached a joint agreement. (Ida. at 6). This joint agreement also defines a broad listing of metrics
by which to measure progress, and EDF recommends that the Board require pedod reports on a
broad array of metrics if it approves the RECO AMI proposal. ~.. Establishing performance
metrics:to measure progress toward anticipated benefits and desired policy goals is c~’itical to
the success of smart grid plans. (Ibid.). For New Jersey, these metrics should include those
identified in the December 2015 EMP, including peak demand reduction, emergency
preparedness and.response, and the use of microgrid technologies. ~ at 7).

More frequent, timely, and actionable energy use information enables customers to make more
informed energy decisions and EDF commends RECO for "making data access a central
component of its AM] plan." ~ at 8). EDF recommends that RECO go further and ensure that
its customers can share their data via the prop5sed Green Button Connect technology without a
fee. ~). Similarly, EDF praises RECO for recognizing the benefits of AMI for customer
convenience and control but proposes that RECO add proactive education in AM! benefits and
a customer feedback mechanism to its AMI plan. (~. EDF recognizes tt’l~ planning value of
the more granular inform, ation, but adds that RECO would need to proactively pursue the use of

¯ this data to achieve these benefits. (ld, at 8 to 9).

EDF explains that VoltNAR optimization involves, the management of vadous distribution
system assets and advanced control technologies to "right-size" the voltage deliver.ed to end-
use customers. (Id. at I0). Reductions in voltage, have been shown in a U,S, Department of
Energy report to produce reductions in consumption. ~. EDF recommends that RECO add
reporting on the current capabilities for voltage optimization across its system, the additio~nal
capabilities added by the AMI Proposal, and a pathway to identify the savings that can be
achieved with additional cost-effective investment, ~. IURC and NYPSC each required
such reporting in 2016. ~ at 10). EDF believes that this kind of reporting would be essential

’components of RECO’s AMI plan and recommends that stakeholders begin an on-going
dialogue on how these inyestments can best support state l~olicies. ~ at 11).

Rebuttal Testimony

On October 19, 2016, RECO filed the rebuttal testimony of the Panel. In its rebuttal testimony,
the Panel noted that Mr. Woolf did not challenge the technical merits of the AMI Proposal and
reiterated the environmental and technical benefits of the program for RECO’s customers, (P-3
at 2-3 to 3-2). RECO continued to conten’d that it is ap.propriate for the Board to pro-authorize
this program because it represents a significant investment by the.Company; aligns with the
New Jersey EMP goals, in particular the goals of rewarding energy efficiency and conservation
and of driving down the cost of energy for all customers; and if approved will be the first
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investment of Its kind in New Jersey. ~ at 3-12 to 4-8). The Company has previously
received the Board’s approval in advance of investment, in particular its smart" gdd investment
and storm hardening program, and that the Company anticipates that AMI investments would be
sub.~ect to the same kind of prudenc.y review as was required by those earlier approvals. (~. at
4-9 to 5-6). The Panel argues that Mr.. Woolf did not rely on any Board precedent in his
testimony on the appropriatenessof pro-approval. (~d. at 5-7 to 11).

Further, the Panel asserts that Mr. Woolf is mistaken in saying that the benefits and costs of the
AMI Program should have been presented in nominal dollars as such a presentation would have
been inappropria~ in the present proceeding since the Company does not seek rate recovery.
~ at 5-20 to 6-7). According to the Company’s respotise to RCR-AMI-27, the Company
generated simp[e and net payback periods from the customer perspective, arriving at a
discounted net customer backpack of 11.0 years. (id. at 6-7 to 13)

RegardingMr. Wooif’s statement that the Company may not be able to realize savings from
eliminating the meter ~’eading jobs be.cause those employees will be reassigned within the
Company, the Panel states that meter reading is typically an entry-level position. By eliminating
nine of these positions the Company will experience a reduction in total work force when the
curre.nt meter readers are reassigned as there will be no need for new hires to replace them.
(J~d. at 6-14 to 7-12).

In addition, in its rebuttal testimony, the Company argues that Mr. Woolf did not provide analysis
or precedent to support his position that the existing meters should be removed from rate base
once they are no longer in use. ~ at 7-13). In New Jersey and across the country, a utility
continues to recover the cost of a physical asset if that asset is damaged or if it is. removed in
the normal course ofbusiness. ~ at 7-t8 to 8-9). Mr. Wooif had almost three business days
to review the data in question and never submitted supplemental testimony as he had originally
said he intended to. ~ at 8-10 to 22).

RECO does not object to the EDF witness’s recommendation that RECO report on certain
metrics such as CAIDI, provided that the details, of these reports can be worked out, and
suggests that they be submitted annually on a service territory wide basis. (Id. at 9-8 to 22).
Additionally, REC, O does object to the recommendation of EDF’s witness that the Board require
it to track metdcs such as peak demand reduction, RPS, emergency preparedness, and the use
of microgrids, stating that such requirements would be expensive and are beyond the scope of
this proceeding. ~ at t0-4 to 13). RECO is willing to discuss the recommendation that its
customers be allowed to share their data with authorized third party ven(;[ors without a fee. ~
at 10-I4 to 20). RECO has no objection, in concept, to the recommendation that RECO expand
.its customer education to include outreach and periodic surveys, nor "to tracking these
eng~igement efforts, but notes that the cost of these measures is not included in it~ petition and
further discussion among the parties would be needed. ~ at 10-21 to 11-9). However, the
Company does object to EDF’s recommendation that the Board require RECO to report on
current capabifities for voltage optimi:~ation across its system, additional capabilities enabled by
AM{, and a pathway to identify the potential for energy and carbon emission reductions. ¯ I(~.. at
11-10 to t4). RECO asserts that this proposal is beyond the scope of the current proceeding
and notes that its voltNAR optimization program is driven in large part by the Company’s DA
program. RECO further asserts that AMI is an additional enabler for voltNAR optimization in
that the information provided from each meter along a circuit will allow the Company to
determine the optimum voltage level setting of each transformer within the substations. (Id. at
11-15 to 20).
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Initial Briefs

RECO

In its Initial I~def, the Company states that Board approval of its AMI deployment in advance of
implementation is both necessary and appropriate. RECO asserts that the filing is responsive to
requests from the Board, including: (1) encouragement from President Mroz during RECO’s
Storm Hardening Program approval; (2) the EMP contemplates smart grid and resiliency efforts;
and (3) the Board invited utility storm resiliency proposals in its March 20,.2013 0rder.2 (RECO
Initial Bdef at 31). RECO further argues that the AMI program involves a major financial and
operational commitment for a utility the size of RECO. In addition, the deployment of AMI is
unprecedented in New Jersey history as there are no New Jersey AMI implementations and,
given the scope and novelty of AMt, the investment is fundamentally different from traditional
capital investments. ~. RECO asserts that the Board has unquestioned authority to
approve the investment prior to its commencement and there is ample precedent for the Board
to do so. ~_. at 32). Finally, RECO contemplates the Board will address whether the actual
implementation of the AMI Program "was conducted in a prudent manner and review the
Company’s actual expenditures in a future base rate case. ~ at 33).

According to ’the Company, the substantial, undisputed benefits of the AMI Program include
storm resiliency, outage detection and iresponse! outage prevention, enhanced customer
service and convenience, customer access to data and electric cost reductions, VolWAR
optimization, environmental benefits, and improvements in system operations and efficiency.
Additionally, the AMI Program serves to implement the goals of the EMP. (Id. at 13-23).

RECO believes that a three-year, territory-wide roll-out is an optimal timeframe to deploy the
.two-way AMI communications infrastructure and approximately 73,880 smart meters. This
timeframe allows the Com.pany to align its deployment with O&R’s deployment schedule in its
New York service territory to achieve cost efficiencies and economies of scale. Additionally,
there will be sufficient time to address any issues identified dudng deployment an~ all
customers will receive the benefits of AMI, avoiding groups of customers that are able to
experienc~ AMI’s benefits and those that do not. A partial or staggered deployment would
increase costs due to inefficiencies introduced during installation and forfeit the economies of
scale discussed previously. A staggered deployment also introduces technological
complications, in that the mesh network depends on a specifics,meter density to achieve an
efficient communications network, and might requir~ the installation of additional communication
devices to support the needs of a scattered network. Finally, utilizing Itron AMR meters as an
interim measure before conversion to AMI is inadequate. AMR does not provide the same
benefits as AMI and there are no Itron AMR meters capable of conversion to AMI in RECO’s
service territory, resulting in much greater project costs. ~ at 27-30).

The Company prepared a business case financial analysis that it believes supports the
investment and is set forth in the record. RECO’s financial analysis has two components: (I) a
Benefits Less Costs determination over 20 years and (2) a "Payback Period" for the AMt
Program costs. The financial analysis quantifies over $49 million in net benefits over 20 years
in nominal dollars, equating to $23 miltion in Net Present Value, and a discounted net customer
payback period of 11 years. The calculation of capital investment and ongoing O&M costs was

2 In re the Board’s Establishment of a Generic Proceedin~l to’Review the Costs, Benefitsand Reliability
IrnDacts of Maior Storm Event Miti_~ation Efforts, Docket No. AX13030197 (March 20, 2013).
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based on actual vendor pricing from a competitive bid process and the quantification of ber~efits
is set forth in extensive detail in the evidentiary record. ~ at 23-26).

RECO asserts that the Board should determine that the. Company is entitled to continue to
recover the costs of legacy meters that are removed in ordei" to install AMI meters, with the
timing and methodology for such recovery established in a future base rate case, RECO has
detailed the book and depreciation costs, of the legacy meters and included these costs in the
net benefit analysis. The replacement of the legacy meters is a prerequisite for installing the
AMI meters and shouId be part of the cost of implementing AMI. Rate Counsel has never.
provided any foundation for its opposition to continued recovery of the costs of the legacy
meters.- Furthermore, there is recent precedent from the NYPSC ruling in favor of continued
recovery .of the costs for legacy meters with regard to Con Ed’s A_MI proposal. (Id. at 34-37),

RECO also argues that the Board should approve an AMI opt-out service fee and meter
change-out fee. RECO expects that a certain portion of customers will not desire an advanced
meter. The AMI Program would allow the customer.to retain their existing ncn-AMI for a
monthly service fee. RECO proposes to charge customers requesting a change from an AMI
meter to a non-AMI (or the reverse) a one-time meter change-out fee, " The Board should
determine that the Company is authorized to establish these fees, consistent with basic cost
causation principles, at $I5 I~er month for the opt-out fee and $45 for the one-time meter
change-out fee. Customers who opt-out of the AMI program or request a meter change-cut
cause exceptional costs that would not otherwise be incurred had the customer accepted the
AMI meter or had not requested a change-out, (Id. at 37-40).

RECO al.so believes that the Board shoL~Id waive the provisions of N.J.A.C.. 14:3-4.7(c)6 that
require the company to maintain a record of "the results of the last test of the meter, perfo~:med
after the meter’s final use and prior to Its retirement of service." This rule was plainly intended
to apply to the periodic testing of individual meters, rather than bulk replacements and the
testing is unnecessary because the meters will not be used again. The Company has proposed
to store the meters for a reasonable time period in the event that a retirement test becomes
necessary. Granting this waiver will enable the Company to save its customers approximately
$0.9 million in total project costs. The Board clearly has the authority to permit such a waiver,
pursuant to N.J.A.C. 14:1-1.2(a) and (b). (Id. at 40-41),

The RECOtEDF Stipulation provides benefit for customers and the Board should approve it.
The Board may use a non-unanimous settlement as a fact-finding tool and adopt it provided that
it finds independent support[n the record, the parties had,an opportunity to discuss settlement,
and the non-consenting parties have the opportunity to argue against the stipulation, These
conditions have .been satisfied in this’ proceeding. The Stipulation establishes reporting
requirements on several metrics and provides that RECO will share basic usage data, free of
charge, with third party vendors selected by the customers via the Green Button Connect
platform. (Ida. at 41-42).

Rate Counsel

In its Initial. Brief, Rate Counsel argues that the Board should deny the RECO AMI Petition
without considering the merits of the proposed AMI plan. (Rate Counsel Initial Brief at I)..
Instead, Rate Counsel states that .the Board should direct RECO to invest in AMI and, if and
when REC.O determines AMI to be a reasonable and prudent investment, they may seek
subsequent recovery in a base rate case. ~lbid.)
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However, Rate Counsel states that if the Board chooses to evaluate the RECO AMI Petition on
its medts, it is clear that RECC~ fails to meet its burden of proof that AMI is a reasonable and
prudent investment. Rate Counsel believes that the analyses provided by the Company are
lacking, including the fact that the Company has not even justified its selection of an AMI
vendor. (Ida. at 1-2).

Rate Counsel argues that RECO’s request for pro-approval to install AMI meters and to recover
stranded costs on retired meters is unnecessary, unprecedented, and should be denied. Rate
Counse[ asserts that Board approval of AMI is not required, as RECO is free to invest in AMI
when it determines the investment is reasonable, prudent, and in customers’ best interests.
Rate Counsel states that i{ RECO’s management is confident that AMt is a cost-effective
investment; then it could simply proceed with the investment arid recover its prudent costs in a
rate case. (ld. at 7). Rate Counsel further contends that a fundamental problem with RECO’s
pro approval request is the Company is asking the Board to make a pruriencydetermination
based solely on estimates of costs and benefits, neither of which the Company will guarantee.
(Id. at 7-8). This has the effect of shifting the risk of RECO’s management decisions away from
shareholders to ratepayers and the Board. itself. ~ at 8).

According to Rate Counsel, in addition to the pre-approval of its decision to invest in AMI,
RECO also seeks a guarantee that it will be allowed to recover $8.9 million of stranded costs for
its retired meters in a future rate case. Granting these requests will eliminate regul,itory risk for
RECO’s shareholders and shift it to ratepayers, ~ at 9). Rate Counsel asserts that RECO has
refused to commit to any cap on AMI costs, or to actually realizing any of the benefits contained
in the cost/benefit analysis it has submitted as evidence in support of its petition and therefore
the Board should not make a premature determination that AMI is a prudent investment. ~)
Rate Counsel argues that there is nothing extraordinary about RECO making a business
decision on whether to invest in new meters and prior Board approval for storm hardening and
the Smart Grid Pilot program are not a valid comparison. ~ at 9 to 12),

W{th respect to RECO’s request for stranded costs on its retired meters, Rate Counsel asserts
that this request," which was not an aspect of this proceeding until November 20"16, should be
denied. ~ at 13). Rate Counsel believes the issue of stranded cost recovery should only be
considered in the context of a future rate case, if necessary because a rate case is the proper
forum to consider the prudency of the investment.and associated .stranded costs. ~ at 14).

Rate Counsel argues that even if the Board decides to consider the Petition on the merits,
RECO has failed to demonstrate that AMI is a jEeasonable and prudent investment. With
respect to the cost benefit analysis submitted by RECO in its petition, Rate Counsel believes
that the analysis was flawed and RECO has failed to meet its burden of proof. According to
Rate Counsel, the Company’s petition offered an economic analysis which failed to present a
net present value revenue requirement analysis. Without results that are presented in terms 6f
present value of revenue requirements, Rate Counsel states that it is impossible to make a
determination of the impacts of an investment on &ustomers and therefore faiis to meet the
burden of proof that AM1 is a reasonable and prudent investment. ~ at 15).

Rate Counsel further asserts that because RECO is asking for approval of AMI in advance and
could only present estimated costs and benefits in its petition, the Board ha.s no way of knowing
how accurate these costs and benefits really are. Accordingly, the estimated costs and benefits
do not offer a sufficient basis for the Board to determine that AMt is a prudent and reasonable
investment. I~. at 16). Rate Counsel urges the Board to consider RECO’s refusal to make
commitments to its own estimates of costs and benefits (via a cap) in evaluating this case.
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In addition, Rate Counsel states that RECO has not justified the costs charged by its AMI
vendor or that it has made a prudent decision In its selection of its vendor, The parties to this
proceeding were not provided wlth information related to the other bids because RECO claimed
that the bids were submitted pursuant to a non-disclosure agreement. ( dL~.. at 16 to 17).

Regardfng the oos÷Jbenef{t analysis subr~ltted, Rate Counsel asserts that the costs presented
by RECO are not comprehensive, excluding a number of boats, While continuing to rely on its
original cost/benefit analysis, RECO did not incorporate all costs related to the three major
components of an AMi system. According to Rate Counsel, RECO did not include a rate of
return on either the new AMI meters or the prematurely retired meters or the capilal costs
associated with AMI’s two management systems (MDMS and MAMa). I([d=. at 17). Rate
Counsel further states that costs of developing and deploying the new web portal that RECO is
developing (DCX) which is necessary to allow customers to view their usage data in fifteen
minute increments are not included in the cost/benefit analysis. (Id_=. at 18 to 19).

With respect to the benefits of AMI, Rate Counsel argues that RECO has failed to demonstrate
that customers will realize significant benefits from AMI. In its Initial Brief, Rate Counsel notes
that almost half of the estimated benefits from implementing AMI will come in the form of job
loss with the elimination of nine meter reading positions and additional labor reductions in the
call center and the Gas and Electric Meter System for a total savings of approximately $22.275
mi]lion. (Id. at 19 to 20), Rate Counsel further states that the main beneficiaries of an AMI
investment will be the Company’s shareholders by realizing a rat~ of return on the new system,
while continuing to earn a rate of return on the prematurely retired meters. The customer
benefits appear to be mainly related to RECO’s operations~ (Id. at 20), In addition, the
purported customer benefits from AMt deployment (energy consumption data availability
through DCS, faster outage restoration, reduced meter reading costs, fewer estimated hi[Is and
remote turn on/off of service) are far from assured. (ld. at 21),

Rate Counsel further argues that RECO’s examination of potentially cheaper alternatives was
inadequate given that the Company did not perform any studies on implementing the alternative
of full deployment of Automated Meter Reading ("AMR") and, instead dismissed the alternatives
after the decision to deploy AMI was made. ~ ,at 22 to 23). Additionally, when RECO did
examine the a~ternative of installing an Itron AMR bridge meter, the Company assumed it would
eventually deploy AMI and ruled out the AMR meter because it was not compatible with Itron
AMI meters, ~ at 23).

With respect to the assumed twenty (20) ye~ar life span of the AMI m,eters, Rate Counsel does
not believe that RECO has demonstrated that the life span will be equal to or greater than.their
payback periods citing that it is lower than what has been projected in other states, Moreover,
RECO’s three, cost/benefit analyses show that the period of time before the benefits of the
meters outweighs the costs may be as long or longer than the useful life, making the investment
imprudent. ([b d.) Rate Counsel asserts that because RECO is also requesting stranded costs
for its legacy meters, customers will be forced to pay for two meters simultaneously under
RECO’s proposal. Additionally, if the AMI meters become obsolete before twenty years,
cusf~omers may not receive the full benefits associated with the co~,ts of the AMt meters and
may be asked to pay for three meters simultaneously. ~ at 24 to 25),

With respect to RECO’s proposal to perform work on the customer side of the meter and
capitalize these cos..ts in rates, Rate Counsel argues that this proposal violates settted New
Jersey case law and woutd be poor public policy and urges the Board to deny RECO’s proposal.
The proposal would allow RECO to repair or replace any faulty ¢ustbmer-owned equipment on
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the customer’s side of the meter, such as meter pans, faulty electric cables, etc., as necessary.
(RC-20). Per. the Company’s current tadff, customers are responsible for maintenance of such.
equipment. Rate Counset asserts that the ~ost of performing these repairs is unknown as
RECO has budgeted $242,000 plus a 10% cor~tingency for this work based on suggestions
made by other utilities while not knowing how many buildings/residences in its service territory
will really require repairs, (Rate Counsel Initial Brief at 25).

According to Rate Counsel, after the work is performed, the ownership of .these repaired or
replaced facilities will remain wi.th the customer, while the Company will capitalize the costs and.
add the costs to its rate base. Ib(~.) Citing several New Jersey Supreme Court decisions,
Rate Counsel asserts that work performed on a customer’s procerty should be excluded from
rate base under New Jersey law. (Id_d.~ at 25 to 26), In addition, as the Company’s proposal did
not propose to change the tariff, the proposal to perform such repairs on the customer’s behalf
would be in violation of its own tariff. (Id. at 26).

Rate Counsel also asserts that allowing utilities to perform work on the.customer side of the
meter is poor public policy as it rewards customers who may. have .neglected to properly
maintain their home or other building’at the expense of all ratepayers in RECO’s service
territory. The proposal further financially penalizes those ratepayers that made capital
investments on their own property with.out ratepayer funds. (lbi_~.

Finally, Rate Counsel states that if the Board decides to approve RECO’s AMI Petition, the
Board should impose the following conditions to safeguard ratepayers:

hard cap on RECO’s recovery of AMI costs ($16.5 million)

A reduced return on equity for the AMI investment to reflect the reduded risk
borne by the Company’s shareholders.

A specific requirement that the estimated value of the benefits ($82 million) be
credited to customers in rates. If actual benefits are greater than $82 million,
Rockland will also pass these along to customers in rates.

A clear statement that the Board will review the prudency of the Company’s
decision to invest in AMI, and the pruriency of the costs spent in implementation;
and that the Company bears the risks that it will not recover its full investment.

Denial of recovery of stranded costs for existing meters.

A clear statement that the Company is prohibited from performing any repair or
replacement work on the customer side of the meter.

I~. at 27 to 28).

EDF

In its Initial Brief, EDF supported the approval of RECO’s AMI Program, EDF states that the
Company, through its AM! Business Plan, demonstrated that the AM! Program has benefits that
significantly outweigh costs and that pro-approval is appropriate, As is appropriate for AMI, the
Board has pro-approved storm hardening programs and pipeline replacement programs where
utilities could not justify a large investment in infrastructure upgrades w{thout a structure in place
beforehand for cost recovery and prudency review. (EDF Initial Brief at 11 to 12).
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The AM/Program will provide near-rear-time data to customers, rewarding energy efficiency and
driving down energy costs..The AMI program would provide residential customers with energy
use data at fifteen minute intervals and commercial customers at five minute intervals using the
Green Button Conneot data sharing system. EDF has observed that customers make better
energy decisions when they have access to frequent, timely, and actionable energy use
information. The state also recognizes this in 2015 EMP update. ~ at 14).

¯ The AMI Program will provide complete near-real-time data to grid operators, allowing for peak
demand reductions through more accurate peak forecasts and improved volt-VAR optimization.
Currently, load forecasts are ba~ed on incomplete and infrequent data because of the limitations
of current meter technology. The company will have more granutar data with the
imp~ementation of the AMI Program, aiding in planning for localized peaks and in identifying
impacts of DER on the system. This data can also be used to improve volt-VAR optimization for
further reductions in peak demand. (Jd. at I5-16.)

EDF argues that the AMI Program will allow for improvements in reliability and resiliency,
referencing a 2014 Department of Energy report on Duke Energy’s AMI deployment that found
AMI can provide "outage diagnostics features that allow the utility to,..determine where power is
out." This frees up personnel and resources in the critical hours and days after a major storm.
(ld~at I6 to 17).

EDF emphasizes that AMI will enable greater integ.ration .of DER, in accordance with the EMP.
(Id. at 18).

The Board has previously granted pre approval for reliability and resiliency projects that are not
"business as usual", requiring post investment pruriency review and extensive performance
tracking metdcs. EDF states that enhancements in metering technology are beyond "business
as usual," as that would be replacement of meters as they expire with like technology currently
in use in New Jersey, and the BPUcan decide that pre-approval is justified. (Id. at 20-25).

EDF also argued that the Board should approve the March 2017 RECO/EDF Stipulation that
ensures ~ignifioant customer benefits. RECO agreed to track fourteen performance metrics and
also agreed .to provide each of its customers with free access to basic Green Button Connect
data; EDF supports the AMi Program, with these inclusions, and concludes that the Board
should approve, the RECOIEDF Stipulatioh and grant pre-approval of the AMI Program, with
post investment prudenoy review to follow. (ld. at 25-27).

RECO

tn its Reply Bdef, RECO argues that Rati~ Counsel’s Initial Brief demonstrates that Boa=:d
approval of the AMI Program is necessary.. According to RECO, the record in this proceeding
demonstrates undisputed qualitative customer benefits and a financial cost benefit analysis
demonstrating that benefits significantly exceed costs. Despite this evidence and Rate
Counsel’s failure to provide testimony contesting the benefits, Rate Counsel continues to
oppose the AMI Program. (RECO Reply Brief at 2 to 3).

The Company drgues that Rate Counsel’s assertion regarding estimates does not provide any
¯ basisfor delaying approval of the AMt Program. The Board has relied on estimates in issuing
approval of numerous capital projects and programs. The use of estimates is reasonable here
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because the costs are based on actual, competitive vendor pricing and the benefits were
quantified by Company subject matter experts with extensive detail set forth in the record. The
Company concedes that the actual future benefits may deviate fro.rn the estimates, but notes
that the estimated benefits exceed the project costs by such an amount that net benefits should
be realized even if they do not meet projections. (Id. at 3 to 4).

A~ditiona[ly, RECQ believes that Rate Counsel’s assertion that pro-approval is not warranted
because AMI is a routine capital investment is at odds with the facts. There .are zero AMI
meters installed in New Jersey and RECO Is the only New Jersey electric or gas utility with a
pending proposal to install AMI, Business as usual would encompass the periodic replacement
of sel.ected meters on the electric system with the same type of meters, not the wholesale
rep[acement of the Company’s traditional meter system with a modern two-way AMI system, l~.
a.t 5 to 7).

The type of pdor approvat requested for the AMI Program is indistinguishable from the Board’s
previous orders approving utility infrastructure investment. The Board has broad authority under
Title 48 to approve subh a request. Approval of RECO’s request is supported by Federal
government calls for AMI investment in the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act, the
Smart Grid Investment Grant program, and the Apdl 2011 Call to Action on Green Button
Connect. Fu.rthermore, the EMP has expressed a desire for electdc utility smart meter initiatives
as a component of smart grid and resiliency measures. 1(]_~.. at 7-8).

The Company reiterated that the benefits are detailed at length in the record and argued that
Rate Counsel has not provided any basis to ignore the record supporting these benefits.
Furthermore, the record supports that customer bill impacts resulting from the AMI Program
should be modest. ]n the first year of the AMI Program, the average monthly residential bill
would increase by only $1.08 and projected bill impacts continue to decrease over the next 20
years as depicted in exhibit RC-19 (RCR-AMI-34, Attachment 1). (.RECO Reply Brief at 8-t3).

The Company argued that the costs of the AMI Program are supported in the record and
reasonable. By necessity, any forward looking analysis must use estimates and projections and
these are well founded in the re~,ord. Costs for the MDMS and MAMS are properly reflected as
O&M costs according to the Board-approved Joint Operating Agreement between O&R and
RECO and are included in the financial analysis of the AMI Program. Costs fdr the Digital
Customer Experience ("DCX") web portal are properly excluded from the analysis because this
investment would be made regardless of whether RECO proceeds with the AMI Program, ~ at
13 to I5).

RECO asserts that, in both pre-filed and live witness testimony, the Company detailed its
examination of alternatives to AMI and has met its burden of proof. In pa~icular, ,the Company
examined the use of AMR and found that the AMR meters would net provide the customer and
operational benefits that AMI does. Furthermore, the Company need not prove that alternative
proposals advanced by Rate Counsel are unreasonable, rather, there is an affirmative burden
imposed on the proponent of alternative p[oposals. See Envtl. Def. Fund; lnc. v. Envtl. Prot.
~, 548 F. 2d 998, 1014-1015 (D.C. Cir. 1976); Richard J. Pierce, Jr., Administrative Law
Treatise, Vol Ii, §10.7 (4t~ ed., 2002). Rate Counsel has failed to provide evidence to support its
own alternative proposal and has not offered any cost/benefit analysis for AMR meters. ](L~. at
:15 to 17).

The Company’s util~ation of a 20-year AMI meter iifespan is reasonable and consistent with the
I|fespan adopted by the New York Public Service Commission for ConEd in its most recent
electric base rate case, Rate Counsel’s speculation that the AMI meters could possibly become
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(~bsoIete before 20 years provides no legitimate basis to reject the use of a 20-year useful life in
the financial analysis. ~ at 17 to 18).

The Company reiterated that the continued recovery of legacy meter costs is a necessary
component of the AMt Program and should be approved by the Board. The AMI Program
cannot proceed without removal and replacement of legacy meters, as it is a prerequisite to
installing an AMI meter. If the Board deems the AMI Program worthy of approval, then it should
also approve the legacy meter cost recovery. (Id. at 20 to.22),

RECO argues that the proposal for work on the customer’s side of the meter is proper, The
Company performed benchmarking with other utilities that have installed AMI and this revealed
that a best practice for AM! deployments was to repair, where possible, fault~ br dangerous
customer-owned electrical equipment. Being a recognized best practice, it is a justifiable
exception to the Company’s policy that customers are responsible for these repairs. This type
of work will allow for the meter installation process to proceed on schedule and avoid delays-
and burdens associated with requiring customers to make these repairs. The budgeted amount
for these repairs is based on industry experience and sound budgeting principles and the
proposed accounting treatment is to capitalize these costs. The make-ready work is necessary
for the safe installation of the AMI meter and is de minimis to the overall meter installation. The
AMI meter-could not be operated as "used and useful" without it and should reasonably and
propedy be capitalized as part of an integral component in the Company’s capital investment in
the meters. ~ at t8 to ;I 9).

RECO stated that Rate Counsel’s proposed conditions are unsupported in the record,
misplaced, and should be rejected, A cap on future rate recovery should be r~jected because
the cap is undefined, ambiguous, and there is no supporting rationale to support such a cap.
RECO emphasizes that the consideration of a cap on recovery is premature, as this proceeding
does not Lnvolve any adjustment of rates or allow recovery prior to a future base rate case,
where the Board Will review the reasonableness of the Company’s actual AMI expenditures. A
credit of estimated benefits to customers is also without support in the record and inappropriate.
Actual savings realized by the Company will flow to customers when they are reflected in test
year results in future base rate filings. (Id. at 22-23).

Rate Counsel

In its Reply Brief, Rate Counsel addresses several topics raised in both RECO’s and EDF’s
initial Briefs.

Rate Counsel also states that RECO’s petition fails to present a compelling case or precedent
for why pro-approval should be granted. (Rate Counsel Reply Bdef at 2 to 3). Rate. Counsel
asserts that for the first, time in its initial Brief, RECO indicated that it contemplated "that the
Board in a future rate case will address whether the Company’s actual implementation of its AMI
program was conducted in a prudent manner, and will review the Company’s actual
expenditures." ~ at 6). Continuing to argue that there is nothing extraordinary regarding
RECO’s decision to implement AMi, Rate Counsel states that prudent capital investment
decisions are integral to the responsibility accepted by RECO when it accepted a 9.6% return
on equity. (Id. at 7). Further, at a cost of $16.5 million, Rate Counsel asserts that AMl-is not an
unusually sizeable investment for RECO. With a three year roll out, the annual capital
investment equates to $5.5 million.. By comparison, in RECO’s most recentIy completed, base
rate case, RECO made capital investments of at least $48.4 million in the two and a half years
since the rate case. ~ at 7 to 8)..
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Rate Counsel reiterates’its belief that the Board cannot grant guaranteed recovery of the
stranded costs of its current meters in this proceeding because doing so would be contrary to
settled case law that items in rate base must be used and useful in the p.ublic service. ~ at 2
to 3). Rathe Counsel states that a proffer of precedent to support the request for recovery of
stranded costs is noticeably absent from RECO’s argument. ~ at 11). In addition, there are
many questions that remainwith respect to the stranded costs such as whether RECO will
remove the legacy meters from Utility Plant in Service (because they are no Iohger used and
useful) and if so, which account these costs would be transferred to. 1(~ at 12 to 13).

,With respect to RECO’s claim that its petition follows the policies set forth in New Jersey’s 2011
Energy Master Plan and 20t5 Energy Master Plan update, Rate Counsel argues that the
Company’s proposal will resul~, in direct contradiction to .the EMP’s goals of job creation and a
reduction in energy rates. ~ at 2, 13 to 15). In addition, Rate Counsel asserts that RECO’s
claim that the EMP endorses AMI is not true. While the EMP does mention smart grid
technology, the EMP never advocates for implementation of AMI and specifically notes
reservations with smart meters. ~ at 15).

Regarding the RECO/EDF Stipulation, Rate Counsel argues that EDF misconstrues the
purpose of the instant proceeding as a referendum on AMI but instead a proceeding to
determine if prO-approval is appropriate. ~ at 16). Similar to its response to RECO, Rate
Counsel states that EDFs assertion regarding previous pro-approvals by the Board (storm
hardening, pipeIine replacement programs, etc.) are misplaced in this proceeding. (ld. at 16 to
17).

EDF

In its reply brief, EDF argues that Rate Counsel’s opposition of AM! has led to a growing gap in
AM1 deployment in New Jersey as compared to the rest of the country. This risks leaving New
Jersey’s electricity distribution system in a state where it is not competitive with other states.
This can lead to inefficiency ,and compromises the ability to provide safe, adequate and proper
service. (EDF Reply Brief at 2).

EDF again emphasizes the AMI. Program’s benefits, that the benefits significantly outweigh the
costs, and that the Board has a long history of pre-approving infrastructure investments where
necessary. ~ at 2-3).

EDF sta~s that the AMI Program will enable RECO to continue to provide safe, adequate and
proper service by increasing efficiency and environmental protection according to the utility’s
directives pursuant to N.J.S.A. 48:2-21 and N.J.A.C. 14:3-3.1. Rewarding energyefficiency,
lowering peak demand, integrating DER, and improving reliability, and resiliency are all key
goals of the EMP and benefits of AMI. (EMP at 38, 39, 50). Numerous other states have also
determined that AM1 benefits far outweigh its costs and more than sixty million Americans
already benefit from AMI. (EDF Reply Brief at.4-6).

EDF argues that the AMI Program qualifies for pro-approval and that states ~around the country
have used pro-approval of AMI to confront the issue of a lack of appropriate cost recovery and
pruriency review structures. The Board has utilized pro-approvals as far back as March 1981.
I/MIO the Implementation of the Two Brid,qeslRamapo Water Diversion Proi.~ct, BPU Docket #
8011-870 (BPU 1981). Since then, the Board has pre-approved ~t least a dozen infrastructure
investments of similar nature to the reIief RECO seeks for its AMI Program. (EDF Reply Bdef at
7-10).
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EDF states that the AMI Program’s cost recovery will be based .on actual costs and includes
strong customer protections. The immediate proceeding does not involv~ cost recovery and
RECO’s customers will only pay for the AMI Program expenditures after the Board deems them
prudent. Additionally,’ if the Board were to approve the RECO/EDF Stipulation, the AMI
Program would make extensive use of performance metrics to track progress towards the
expected benefits. ~ a’t 10-1 I).

EDF concludes that the Board should gram pro approval of the AMI Program, with investment
prudency review to follow and approve the RECOIEDF Stipulation. (ld. at 12).

DISCUSSION AND FINDINGS

Energy Master Plan Goals

The five overarching goals of the EMP are to (1) drive down the cost of energy for all customers;
(2) promote a diverse portfolio of new, clean, in-state generation; (3) reward energy efficiency
and energy conservationlreduce peak demand; (4) capitalize on emerging technologies for
transportation and power production and; (5) maintain suppo~ for the renewable energy
portfolio standard. The Company has testified that the AMI Program, in conjunction with
distribution automation technology, will allow the Company to operate more efficiently by
monitoring energy flowing across the distribution system and that this information will help save
energy, reduce costs, and increase distribution system reliability. (P-2 at 13-19 to 14-2), The
Company further provides that the AMI Program enables distributed DER integration (Id. at 6-8
to 11), enables customers to access energy usage data and share that data with third parties to
encourag.e .better energy usage habits and’ lower energy costs ~ at 10-5 to 11), and allows
RECO to use advanced distribution technologies to more accurately and precisely monitor and
control the distribution system ~ at 11-3 to 9). "Based on this, the Board HEREBY FINDS that
RECO’s AMI Program has the potential to help satisfy the goals of the EMP and that the EMP
supports RECO’s intended use of AMI and smart grid technology.

Pre-Approvai.

It is evident from the record in this proceeding that pre-approval has vastly diffedng significance
to each of the parties. RECO asks for pre-approval because the AMI Program is unique ahd
transformative (RECO Initial Bdef at 31), and Rate Counsel asks the Board to deny such
ap,,proval because it believes that AMI is a routine investment and that the Board should not
make a prudency determination based solely on estimates (Rate Counsel Brief at 7 to 8). Rate
Counsel states that, if the Board does decide to approve RECO’s AM! Petition, the Board
should impose several conditions to safeguard ratepayers (Id. at 27). EDF also argues that
states around the country utilize pro-approval as a way to confror~t the issue of a lack of an
appropriate cost recovery mechanism, and that the Board has utilized pro-approval as far back
as March 198t, approving at least a dozen infrastructure investment programs of similar nature
to the relief RECO seeksfor its AM1 Program. (EDF Reply Brief at 7 to "[0).

The Board is not persuaded that there is a lack of an appropriate cost recovery mechanism to
address the deployment of AMI, in thatutitities are free to make capital investments and seek
recovery for those investments in a base rate case where the Csmpany seeks a prudency
determination. With regard to this "normal course of business", there are also instances where
the Board has approved a utility’s capital investments prior to them making those investments
and it is within the Board’s purview to do so where it feels that a policy determination is
necessary to further the Board’s goals and objectives, and those of the EMP. Whereby a pre-
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approval of the AMI Program can enable tl~e Board to further these objectives, it also enables.
the Board to take a measured approach to deploying a new technology that has’ not historically
seen use in the State. So, while.the Board can authorize the initiation of a’ program, it does not
guarantee recovery. For these reasons, the Board HEREBY ORDERS that RECO may
implement ~ts AMI Program as described in its petition and testimony, subject to the conditions ’
of this Order. Nonetheless, the Company’s aotual costs in implementing the AMI Program and
the reatizatlon of actual benefits remain subject to pruriency review. A determination as to the
prudency ’of the program as well as the pruriency of the program costs wilt be made in a
subsequent base rate case after the AMI Program has been fully deployed and is used and
.useful.

Furthermore, the Board HEREBY FINDS that some of the terms that Rate Counsel seeks in its
initial Brief ~ at 27), as a condition of approval, ’are either inappropriate or unnecessary. This
Order does not approve RECO to recover costs associated with AMI or. determine that the AMI
Program is a prudent investment. Therefore, a cap on fecovery is not necessary and a call for a
reduced return on equity is misplaced. Rate Counsel argued that the Board should not rely on
estimated benefits to make a pruriency determination, then asks the Company to credit those
estimated benefits to ratepayers upfront as a proposed condition of approval. This condition is
unnecessary at this time. First, the Board has not determined that the program is prudent nor
has it approved recovery of any funds from ratepayers at this time. Additionally, any actual
savings will accrue to the benefit of the customer, if and when the AMI Program is deemed
prudent in a base rate case.

The remainder of Rate Counsel’s proposed conditions is addressed elsewhere in this order.

Legacy Meters

.Similarly, since this Order does not authorize RECO to recover costs associated with AMi, or
determirte the pruriency related thereto, the Board DEFERS a determination regarding recovery
of the stranded costs of the legacy meters. The Board FINDS that it is not appropriate to allow
recovery of the legacy meters until the prudency of,the AMI Program itself has’been determined.
However, it is appropriate to permit RECO.to defer, in a regulatory asset, the net book value of
the legacy meters. In the Petition, RECO acknowledged that the timing and methodo{ogy,for
such recovery should be established in a future base rate case. The Board HEREBY DIRECTS
RECO to file testimony in its next base rate case related to the deferral amount of the.legacy
meters, as well as a proposal for the amortization of such costs. All parties in that base rate
case shall have the right to challenge the prudency and recoverability of the legacy costs as well
as any recovery mechanism.

Benefits

The company has’ testified that the AMI Program wilt allow the Company to operate more
efficiently, thereby saving .money and .reducing customer costs; improve the heretofore limited
visibility into the operation of the distribution system; and improve operational efficiency,
customer experiences, and air quality through reductions in duplicated efforts and emissions.
(P2 at 13-’~8 to 14-’~6). In its testimony, the Company identified various benefits of the. AMI
Program, some of which are summarized below.

(1) RECO is leveraging economies of scale in contract pricing obtained by O&R, which has
already selected AMI vendors and technologies, by deploying AMI now. (Id. at 19-1 to

"20-4).
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(2) The AM[ Program enables customers to view granular usage data, leading to proaotive
c̄ustomer energy management ~ at 21-9 to 17).

(3) Data gleaned from the AMI Program will enable improved voltageNAR optimization and
.equipment usage analysis, thereby promoting both increased system efficiency and
longer equipment life and it will also reduce the duration of outages at cdtical facilities
and allow the Company to provide information which will support New Jersey’s energy
efficiency efforts. ~ at 22- 1 to 8).                                 .

(4) The AMI Program will facilitate the identification of potential problems and modernize the
distribution infrastructure. (Id. at 22-10 to 16),

(5) The AMI Program will provide a more accurate picture of its system’s electrical
performance which, in turn, will benefit its planning and forecasting processes, as well as
improving its integrated planning analysis such that it can better incorporate more DER
by using interval data from the AMI Program. (]d. at 24-14 to 22).

(6) AM] me.tering will enable the Company to review the entire system as well as to closely
. monitor and model load characteristics, local voltage, and power quality. (Id.’ of, 25-3 to
12).

No other party 15rovided testimony disputing the Company’s claimed benefits of the proposed
AMI Program.

Due to those benefits specifically identified or enumerated above, AMI will be a key component
of an overall grid modernization program, some of which RECO has initiated. (P-2 at 18:4).

For the reasons above, the.Board HEREBY FINDS that RECO’s AMI Program has the potential
to provide additional data and the capabilities necessary to enable a host of benefits to the
distribution system, thereby allowJag the Company to streamline and modernize its operations,
provide an enhanced customer experience, and benefit the environment.

CBA/Business Case Analysis

Rate Counsel took exception to the fact that RECO did not submit with its Petition an analysis of
economic impacts to customers and a cost benefit analysis ("CBA") based on NPV., This point
was also made in the pre-filed testimony of Tim Woolf, which is dated September 9, 2016. (ld. at
12:3-7). In RECO’s responses to subsequent discovery arid rebuttal testimor~y, the Company
addressed both of those concerns. (See Exhibits RC-I 6, 17, and t9). Rate Counsel did not
provi.de any testimony at the evidentiary hearing to otherwise dispute the updated economic
impacts to customers and CBA, updated to reflect NPV; other than Rate Counsel’s witness
opining at the March 20, 2017 Evidentiary Headng that the updated analysis was submitted too
[ate. (Headng Transcript at 88:3 to 4). In, its brief, Rate Counsel subsequently argued that the
Company improperly omitted costs from the CBA, to which the Company responded that those
costs were properly reflected in its O&M costs per the Board-approved Joint Operating
Agreement.

The Board has reviewed the CBA included in the original petition and the revised CBA utilizing
the Net Present Value analysis contained in exhibit RC-2. While several methods to calculate a
CBA exist, the basic premise is that the costs saved, and in this case recovered under tariff,
outweigh the installation costs. This coincidentally yields a defined payback period as well. As
such, the estimated benefits to. RECO due to implementation of the program appear to in fact be
greater than the program costs. [n reviewing the NPV analysis, the Company estimated savings
above and beyond the cost of the program over twenty years. (Exhibit
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The Company estimated the AMI Program’s costs based on task and equipment and
construction that were included in vendor quotes. At this time, the Board is persuaded that
these costs could be considered final for the AMt Program’s irfiplementation. The estimated
benefits to RECO are a combination of customer and societal benefits and a reduction in
operating costs. ~ This basic, method of CBA is adequate for use in reviewing the p~tition
and determining the potential payback and benefits.

The Board must be cognizant of the fact that these are estimated benefits and there is room for
debate as to the accuracy of such projections. The Company should have a clear picture of the
costs that will be avoided for meter read[ng, but the remainder of the projected benefits can be
subject to interpretation. Therefore, the Board HEREBy FINDS that no evidence has been
presented as to otherwise reject the CBA outright and that~MI Progra~ has the potential
for net benefits to accrue to the Company and flow to the customer, should the AM! Program be
implemented in a successful manner. Should these benefits materialize or not, RECO will be
subject to justify the investment in a base rate case, just as with any oth.er investment..As this
program and the data it generates wilt be evaluated to make a determination of the actual AMI
Program’s prudency and benefits, the Board recommends that a consultant with specific
knowledge of construction and rates be utilized to run a comprehensive CBA while the Board is
evaluating the program in a future base rate case.

AMI.~OPt Out Fees

VV~th respect to RECO’s proposed meter change out fee, the Board is satisfied that the level of
the proposed fee is consistent with meter change out fees in other jurisdictions. Notably,
RECO’s proposed fee is lower than eleven of the twelve benchmarked by RECO. (RC-9at 2).
The Board notes that the proposed $45 fee would not be assessed to customers who make the
election thirty (30) daysprior to the AMI meter initially being installed. (P-t at 28). The Board
has also reviewed RECO’s proposed monthly meter reading fee of $15 for thos~ customers
opting out of the AMi program. Based on a review of the information, the Board is satisfied that
the proposed monthly meter reading fee is consistent with basic cost causation principles since
the fee would cover the incremental costs of manually reading the customer’s meter. ~ at 27).
Similar to the proposed meter change out fee, the proposed $15 monthly meter reading fee is in
line with those charged for similar services in other jurisdictions. (RC-9 at 2).~ Accordingly, the
Board .H. EREBY APPROVES the AM[ opt-out fees proposed by RECO. Additionally, the Board
HEREBY DIRECTS RECO to provide testimony and actual cost information for these fees in its
next base rate case. The ongoing assessment of these fees may be reviewed in future rate

Waiver of Meter Testing Rules

RECO has requested that the Board waive the provisions of N.J.A.C. 14:3-4.7(c)6, which
requires the company to maintain a record of "the results of the last test of the meter, performed
after the meter’s final use and prior to its retirement of service." and projects that this wili save
approximately $0.9 million in total project costs. (P-2 at 28). The Company argued in its initial
brief ~ at 40-41) that the rule was not intended to apply to the bulk replacement of meters and
the testing is unnecessary because the meters will not be used again. In lieu of a retirement
test, the Company has proposed to store the meters for a one.-month time period in the event
that such test becomes necessary (S-5 at 1).

RECO has misinterpreted the intent and purpose of these rules, which are intended to provide
consumer protection. A final meter test, post removal, ensures that customers have been
accurately and appropriately bilied for their metered service. Pursuant to the Board’s rules, if
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the meter is found to be "inaccurate,. adjustments may be appropriate. The Company’s
reasoning that a meter wiil no. longer be used as grounds for a waiver is unpersuasive. As set
forth above, future use is not the sole basis for post-retirement meter testing. "Additionally,
storing the untested meter for a one-month timeframe will not obviate the purpose, of the rule.
One month would not give a customer, or the company, sufficient time to recognize there was a
billing discrepancy and request a meter test under this proposal. For these reasons, the Board
HEREBY DENIES RECO’s request for a waiver of the provisions o:~ N.J.A.C. 14:3-4.’/’(¢)6.

Work ~n Customer Side Of Meter

The Board has several concerns regarding RECO’s proposal to perform work on the customer’s
side 6f the meter and capitalize such costs in rates. While the Board believes the make-ready
work is necessary for the safe installation of the AMI meter to avoid unnecessary delays i.n the
AMI Program’s implementation, the Board agrees with Rate Counsel that the proposal, as
requ.est.ed, violates settled New Jersey case law. Per the Company’s current tariff, the
customer is responsible for maintenance of such equipment. The Board notes that RECO has
not requested a modification to, or waiver of, this provision of their tariff. RECO has budgeted
approximately $242,000 plus a ten percent contingency to perform this work, which aocordin~ to
RECO, is de minimis to the overall meter installation. Recognizing that AMI meters could-not be
operated as "used and "useful" without this work, the Board HEREBY WAIVES General
Information Section No. 22 of RECO’s current tariff only with respect to work done related to the
AMI Program roll out and done specifically for installation of an AMI meter at the customer’s
location. Any work not related to the AMI Program roll out will continue to be the responsibility
of the customer. With respect to the cost of such work, the Board HEREBY FINDS that RECO’s
proposal is contrary to settled New Jersey case law. Accordingly, the Board H_._EREBY DENIES
RECO’s request to capitalize such costs. Costs related to this work shall not be recovered from
the Company’s ratepayers.

RECO/EDF Stipulation

Both’ RECO and EDF have requested that the Board approve the RECO/EDF Stipulation,
attached to this Order, arguing that the Board is within its rights to do so. Although the Board
agreeswith RECO’s assertion that the Stipulation can be used as a felct finding tool, the Board
is not persuaded that it is necessary to approve the Stipulation, in that the Issues it
encompasses are addressed separately in this Order¯ In fact, ~.he discussion and findings on
metdcs and customer access to data are based partly on a review of the Stipulation.

¯ Furthermore, the Stipulation is ill-founded in stating that.the Board should find that the AMI
Program is "reasonable and prudent". (Stipulation at 5), A pruriency determination for the AMI
Program will only be made in a base rate case, after the AMI Program has been fully deployed,
and is used and useful. Therefore, as set forth more fully below, the Board will adopt as
amended herein the recommended metrics and data shadng policy in the Stipulation, but
HEREBY DENIES RECO and EDF’s request to approve the RECOtEDF Stipulation in toto.

Metrics and Reporting

The Board has previously found that there exists the potential for net benefits to accrue to the
customer and Company, as detailed in the discussion and findings above. However, the Board
must have a mechanism to ensure that the AMI Program is implemented in a fashion Where
these benefits materialize, and that the implementation of AMI Program is effectively managed.
Upon review of. the RECOIEDF Stipulation, the Board is not persuaded that the proposed
metrics offer a sufficient means to accomplish this. RECO has provided that the AMI Program
will have benefits in the areas of storm resiliency, outage detection and respo.nse, outage
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prevention, customer service and convenience, customer access to data and electric cost
reductions, volt/VAR optimization, environmental benefits, and operations improvements and

savings. (RECO Initial I~rief at 13 - 19) As such, in addition to the reporting requirements set
forth in Exhibit A to the Stipulation there are several areas where the Board feels additional
metdcs must be developed:

I. The percentage of customers opting-out of the AMI Program, on a quarterly basis;
2. The number of meters installed, on a quarterly basis;
3. AMt network performance in major events, to include Access Point availability or other

applicable network performance tracking metrics, on an as needed basis per major
event;

4. Estimated reductio[~ in major event duration due to the AMI Program, on an as needed
basis per major event;

5. Nested outage identification metrics, on an as needed basis per major event; and
6. A quarterly project management report detailing any pertinent issues .surrounding

deployment activities and any substantive changes to the AMI P~ogram as described in
the Company’s testimony and petition.

Furthermore, the metrics in the RECO/EDF Stipulation are incomplete in that several goals have
yet to be fully developed. For those metrics in the Outage Management Category, the
Company shall submitthis information on a quarterly basis and not wait until the AMI Program is
fully deployed.

Thus, the Board HEREBY ORDERS. that RECO finalize and enhance the metrics as contained
in the RECO/EDF Stipulation to include specific goals and submit them to the Board for review
no later than December t5, 2017 and that the Company provide the additional metdcs set forth
herein, should the Company proceed with implementation of. the AMI Program. If RECO timety
notifies the Board of its intent, to proceed with AMI, the Board HEREBY ORDERS RECO to
develop and submit, no later than December I5, 2017, an AMI Implementation Plan. Customer
involvement in the installation of the AMI meters, interpretation of the data, and effectiveness in
the operation of the system will be significant. Many of the benefits touted by RECO rely on
customer and user knowledge of how the meter data can be used to lessen energy
consumption and use energy more efficiently. In addition to,project management, the plan
should address customer outreach and education and information security/assurance. The
customer outreach portion of the plan will include: a description of specific approaches taken for
low income, etderly, disabled customers; fully engage customers about AMI metedng before,
during and after the installation of a Smart metering system; ensure that the customer.knows
how to use and benefit from. the Smart metering equipment to improve the energy efficiency of
their home; ensure proper coordination with customers during installations to minimize
disruptions; inform the customer about what data is collected from smart meters and how that
information will be used (including whether personally identifiable information is collected);
educate the customers in the use of AM1; and educate the" customer of what information is
availal~le from the AMI, how this can be accessed, and of use to the customer; explain the rights
and choices that apply to the customer in relation to AM1 (including their right to opt-out and the
cost of opting out) and provide "Energy Efficiency Guidance" such as information on behavioral
changes, generic goods, services or building changes that could assist customers in making
informed judgements about the way they can imp’rove the efficiency with which they use their
electricity.
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Moratorium

The Board’s authorization to allow RECO to implement the AMI Program is not an invitation for
any utility to file for pro-approval of a slmi[ar program. This specific program is being authorized
as a Case Study for. advanced metering technology that could potentially be ,utilized throughout
the state if it is deemed prudent and.useful. Therefore, the Board does not intehd to authorize
or act on any previously submitted or newly petitioned pre-approval.s for AMI programs until

¯ such time as the Board has made a determination that advanced metering technology is a
prudent investment. The Board .will review the RECO AMI program once it is fully implemented
and issue guidance to Electric Distribution Companies ("EDC"). Any EDC may decide to initiate
such a program of its own accord and be subject to review and approval of those expenditures
and prudency review in their next base rate case; recovery of which will net be considered by
the Board until after, it has evaluated the prudency of RECO’s AMI program,

Data Disposition.

As discussed above, an anticipated benefit of the AMI Program is that it will enable customers
.to access energy usage data and custo, mers may choose to share that data with third parties to
encourage better energy usage habits and lower energy costs (P-2 at 10:5-1"1). Nonetheless,
RECO shall not share non-aggregate, customer specific data without a customer’s express
consent. Upon review of the RECOIEDF Stipulation, the Board takes note that it includes a
"Green Button Connect Data Shadng Policy" that provides customers the ability to share interval
usage data with authorized third parties free of charge via a platform called Green Button
Connect. The policy also anticipates that RECO will. provide third,party access to "value add@d"
data in the future, though it contemplates a fee for this service. Green Button is a data standard
that provides customers with easy, secure access to their energy usage information End is a
voluntary, consensus based industry standard,3 Whereby customers may experience limited or
reduced benefits if barriers to access usage information exist, the Board HEREBY ORDERS
RECO to implement the "Green Button Connect Data Sharing Policy," as contained in the
RECO/EDF Stipulation. Furthermore, the Board HEREBY FINDS that customer access to data
is a key element of realizing the anticipated benefits of the AMI Program and reserves the right
to require that additional information be provided to customers free of charge and any fees or
surcharges for additional information must be !ncluded in, the Company’s Board-approved tariff.
Additionally, the Board HEREBY ORDERS that RECO amend, and submit no later than
December 15, 2017, the Green ,Button Connect Data Sharing Policy to allow multi-unit building
owners access to building-level aggregate data and municipalities access to municipal-level
aggregate, data. This data shall be presented so that no personal or customer specific
information is provided, so as to enable the analysis of the usefulness of other Board-approved
energy efficiency programs and the development of municipal-level energy and greenhouse gas
action plans. To the extent that the Board encourages the availability of this information, in
aggregate a~nd non-personally identifiable means, to building owners and municipalities, RECO
should work with the Board’s Office of Clean Energy to develop the amended data sharing
policy.

The Board HEREBY RATIFIES the decisions made by Commissione~ Chivukula during the
pendency of this proceeding for the reasons stated in his decisions and Orders.

The Company’s costs remain subject to audit by the Board, This Decision and Order shall not
preclude nor prohibit the Board from taking any actions, determined to be appropriate as a result
of any such audit.

3 https:qlenergy.gov/data/green-button
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The Board notes that its approval of this Order permits, but does not require RECO. to
implement the requested program. As such, the Board HEREBY ORDERS RECO to notify the
Board of its intent to proceed with Its AMI Program no later than October 2, 20"1"t. One 30 day
extension of this time frame may be granted by Board Staff.

The effective date of this Order is September 2, 20"17.

BOARD OF PUBLIC UTILITIES
BY:

COMMISSIONER
HOLDEN

DIANNE

SECRETARYJ

COMMISSIONER
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STATE OF NEW JERSEY
¯ BOARD OF PUBLIC UTILITIES

P.OCKLAND ELECTRIC COMPANY --
~Q~ST FOR APPROVAL OF AN ~VANCED
MIETEI~G PKOORAM; AND FOR OTHER RELIEF

)
) STIPULATION
)

BPU DOCKET NO.
ER16060524

APPEARANCES:

James C. Meyer, Esq.~ R~ker Danzig Soberer Hyland & Perre~i, LLP, and Johr~ L.
Carley, Esq., Assistant General Counsel, for the Petitioner, Rockland Electric Company

Kaghu Murthy, Esq., Eastern Environmental Law Center, for Intervenor
Environmental Defense Fund

This Stipulation is made as of March 13, 2017 by mad between Rockland Electric

Company ("RECo", the "Company", or "Petitioner"), and the.Environmental Defense

Fund C’EDF’) (each referred to here{n individually as a"Party" and collectively as the

"Par~ies") to resolve certain issues, as b~etween these Parties, with regard to the

A.MUSmart Meter filing in this docket and to join in recommending that the Board of

Public Utilities ("Board’~, issu~ a Final Decision and Order that includes the findings and

terms set forth in th~s Stipulation, in addition to the other determinations properly made

by the Board.

i. On May 13, 2016, the Company filed a Verified Petition with the Board

seeking a change in base rates and other relief ("Verified Petition"). On June 29, 20t 6,

the Board issued its Order Amending Suspension Order, Bifurcating Petition,

Designating Presiding Commissioner, Setting Manner of Service and Intervention Bar

Date ("Bifurcation Order"). The Bifurcation Order directed tha~ the portion of the



’Company’s Verified Petition seeking to deploy Advance~t Metering Infrastructure

("AMI") and smart meters throughout its service territory be retained by the Board for

bearing in the above-captioned docket (the "RECO AMI/Smart Meter Matter") (with the

remainder o~the Verified Petition relating,to the base rate case being transferred to the

Office of, Administrative Law),

2. On July 6, 20 t 6, the Company made a letter filing with the Board identifying,

enclosing and filing the materials constituting the R~CO AMI/Smart Meter Matter filing,

including the July 6, 2016 letter, Verified Petition (specified portions), Advanced

Metering panel Direct Testimony (specifi .ed pages), and two .schedules (AMI Business

Plan and Whi~e Paper) (collectively the "RECO AMI/Smart Meter Matter Filing"), The

RECO AMI/Smart Meter Matter Filing included a reqflest that the Board issue an Order

approving the Company’s proposed Advanced .Metering Program, including the

deployment of AMI and smart meters.

3, The Bifurcation Older designated the Honorable Upendra Chiwakuta as the

presiding Commissioner with authority to rule on all motions that arise regarding the

RECO AMUSmart Meter Matter and to’establish and modify schedules. The Bifurcation

Order also set August 5, 20t6 as the deadline for filing.motions to intervene or participate

in this matter.

4.. On July 29, 2016 Commissioner Chivukula issued a Preheating Order

including a schedule for d~scovery, pre-~led testimony, and hearings. The Schedule was

amended by Commissioner Ch~vukula’s Order dated October 28, 2016,

5. EDF filed a motion to intervene on August 5, 2016.



6. ¢Jn September 9, 2016, the Division of Rate Counsel filed the direct testimony

of Tim Woolf.

7. Commissioner Chivuk~ata granted EDF’s mot:on to intervene by Order dated

September 15, 2016 wherein he also granted Atlantic City Electric Company and Public

Service Electric and Gas Company participant status. Commissioner Chivukula

separately set a due date of September 30, 2016 for EDF’s prefiled testimony.

8. Following the grant of interven.tion to EDF, EDF has actively participated in

the RECO ANg]Smart Meter Matter. The Company provided EDF with all of its

responses to d!seovery from Staff and Rate Counsel, and EDF has received, and reviewed

the Companies responses to inteiTogatories RCR-AMI-1 to 40 and S-RECO-AMI-1 to 13.

EDF participated in a discovery conference call among the parties on September 19, 2016

wherein the Company made representatives available for foIlow-up questions on certain

d:seovery responses. EDF atso attended a technical presentation given by the Company

to.all of the parties to the RECO AMI/Smart Meter Matter at the Board’s offices on

October !3, 2~)16, and reviewed the Company’s responses to foIlow-up questions posed

at theconference that were provided on October 14, 2016.

9. On September 30, 2016, EDF filed the direct testimony ofRonny 8andoval.

Among other tl~ngs, Mr. Sandoval’s testimony described benefits of AM~, but

recommended that the Board adopt a number of metrics and reporting requirements

should it approve RECO’s proposed AMI Program. On October 14, 2016, EDF -

responded to ~he Company’s interrogatories RECO-EDF-1 to 28.

10. On October 19, 2016, the Company filed the rebuttal testimony of its

Advanced Metering Pane! in response to the testimon~ of Messrs, Woolf and Sandoval..



On November 11, :~016 RECO responded to interrogatories RCR-REB-1 to 11 from Rate

Counsel, and EDF-1 to 7 from EDF, regarding RECO’s rebuttal testimony.

1 I. Two public’hearings were held in RECO’s service territory on September 19,

20167 on~ in the af~moon and one in the evening. Evidentiary hearings are scheduled

for March 20 - 22, 2017..

I2. All of the parties to th~ RECO Ah~Smart Meter Matter conducted an in-

person settlement cord’er~nce on November I, 20 I6. In addition, EDF and the Company

held additionaI telephonio conferences to address matters of mutual concern, including

those addressed in th~s Stipulation.

13. EDF and RECO have reviewed all of the filings, testimony and discovery in

the RECO AMUSmart Meter Matter.

14. EDF and RECO desire to resoIve certain matters between them, and to enter.a

Stipulation to be eonsidereA as part ofth~ record in this proceeding.

STIPULATED MATTERS

In consideration of the foregoing and th~.mutuil promises and covenants set forth

herein, the Parties HEREBY 8TIP’LATE AND AGREE to the f01]owlng:

The.Board should approve and require the metrics and reports.set forth int5.

16. The Board should approve and require the Green Button Connect data sharing

’policy set forth in Exhibit B.

¯ 17. Subject to the Board’s adoption oft.he metrics and reporting requirements set

forth in Exhibit A, and the Green Button Data Connect data sharing policy set forth in

Exhibit B, the Board should approve the Company’s proposed Advanced Metering



PrOgram. a.~d a.u.tho~e ~C0 to un.d?rt. ~ak? th.~ i~V.c.s ~.t~en.t.and’ .exp~.nditure.s on ~e

projects oontemplated in ~ AMI Program as set forth in th~ AMI/Smart Meter Matter

Filing, EDF agrees ~at RECO’s proposed AMI Program o£fers numerous benefits for

customer, and that it is r~asonabie.and prudent for RECO to:andertake th~ investment

’and ~xpenditur~s on ~ projects cont~raplated i~ tS~ AMI Program a~ set forth’in the

AMYSmart Meter Ma~er Filh~g, subject tO approyal of~Exhibits A and B,

18, The Board should find that th~ KECO is en~titl~d tO recover:the costs of the

I~a~y meters that ~ill’be removed and r~ired as -a r~sult ofih¢ installation of smart"

m~ters pursuant to the AMI Program.

19. The Parties agree that this Stipulation’is voluntary and consist~nt with law. It

is the int~at of the Parties that the provisions herein be approved by the Board as b~tng in

the p~bl~c interest.

21. This Stip~alation may be executed ~n one or more counterp .ayts, t~ach PaW]

has caused its duly authorizM repr~sentativ~ to execute below and d~liver this

Stipulation,

WHER~O~, fl~e Par~i~s hereto do respectfully enter and submit this                ,

Stipulation into th~ record for consideration a~d recommend its approval by the Board as

part of its final decision and Order.

Title: Counsel



TitIe: CounseI
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:Exhibit B

Green Button Connect Data Sharing Policy

RECO will share basic customer usage data via Green Bu~ton Connect
with authorized thiLr’d’parties free of charge as follows:

¯    Residential customers: 15-minute interval data. 24-hour lag
through mid- 2o18, 30-45 minute lag after mid-~o18.
¯     Commerdai customers: 5-minute interval data. Agair~, 24-
hour lag through mid- 2o18, 3o-45 minute lag after mid-2o~8.
¯    RECO will work to identify and incorporate additional basic
data sets (e.g., bill .cost data).

Separate from thee cost-free basic data, KECO antidpates allowing
customers to authori.ze third parties to access vaiue-added data, although
RECO may charge fees for such data.

RECO will provide its customers and third-party service providers the
same level of ability to share data via Green Button Connect that RECO’s
affiliate, Orange and Rockland Utilities, Inc. ("O&R"), wi.ll be providing to its
customerS. RECO anticipates that its Green Button Connect data sharing
policy (set forth herein) wilt remain consistent with the corresponding O&R
policy. Thatis, subject-to any required Board approval, if O&R changes its
¯ Green Button Connect data sharing policy, RECO will.propose a
corresponding cha.nge to its policy, provided that such changes are material.
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